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As we go to press news is breaking that
P&O have sacked 800 workers in order
to give their jobs to cheaper labour. At
the same time, British forces are being
sent to Poland in a direct threat to
Russia bringing ever closer the prospect
of World War 3 and mass nuclear
annihilation.
In this issue we launch our Write for
Peace campaign in which we encourage
those who want a peaceful outcome in
Ukraine to let their MPs know that their
enthusiasm for war is not shared by the
rest of the population.
These are dark times not only the threat
of nuclear war for the first time since
the nineteen eighties, but also the ever
present threat of a pandemic which
the majority of governments around
the world have given up any hope of
containing. Living with Covid does
not mean life as normal, but rather a
continuing and rising infection rate and
accompanying death rate. For many
people it means staying home as their
neighbours abandon any pretence that
they care for older or more vulnerable
citizens.
At the same time, in the UK, the cost
of fuel is set to spiral out of control
and we are pleased to support the novel
campaign of Disabled People Against
the Cuts to turn the power off on
April 1st. But, we are seeing the perfect
storm brewing and a political elite with
no clue as to how to deal with it. In
such circumstances it is good to see at
least some sections of the left coming
together in the People’s Alliance for the
Left as ex-Labour MP Thelma Walker
discusses in a wide ranging interview
with Rachael Swindon.
Never has the need for radical solutions
been so apparent and so far off the
mainstream agenda. Critical Mass will
continue, with your support, to campaign
for a just society for all. We urge all our
readers to do what it says on the cover:
protest and survive.
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“Is Weymouth
in Ukraine?”
It’s difficult enough coping with the
growing tension in Ukraine and
beyond as an adult, but Lauren Nolan
has to also navigate the difficulty of
talking to kids about war.

Photo by Andrew Bone from Weymouth,
England
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I’ve always talked openly to the boys about most things;
it wasn’t a conscious decision so much as an instinctive
one. When they got to the age where they could ask
questions, I started answering as honestly as I could
whilst keeping their age and level of understanding in
mind. So when Frank asks me about soldiers and battles
when we visit castle ruins, or when Bill finds a tampon
and asks me what it is, or if they ask me if I believe in
God – I answer honestly and simply omit a few details
that they probably aren’t ready for yet. I didn’t need to
bring up the Russian invasion of Ukraine; they have
heard about it on the radio, they’ve overheard grown ups
talking, and, as all parents can attest, children’s minds
are sponge like, and they are way more aware than we
give them credit for. Bill is three and Frank five; so what
should they know, or not know, about a war happening
right now?
Bill asked me out of the blue if Weymouth was in Ukraine;
possibly, I think, because we have family who live there. And
when we drive over it seems like a long drive for him, enough
for a three year old to consider that it may be in a different
country. I assured him it was not and that Ukraine is much
much further away. I asked him if he had any more questions
and if he was worried. He said he wasn’t afraid but he did
ask a lot of geographical questions which I was happy to
answer. Frank is really interested in tanks and military history,
especially the First World War, so naturally when bombing
and troops were mentioned on the radio I was accosted with
a flurry of questions. For him, it’s very much related to his
interest in history and war generally; I don’t think he has
any concept of the true horror of war, past or present. He
once told a shocked volunteer at Corfe Castle that war was
his ‘favourite’; I had to explain he means he enjoys finding
out about soldiers and castles, he doesn’t fully understand
the human cost, of course he doesn’t – he’s five! Can any of
us truly understand the horror of war without experiencing
it first hand? When I read about the sheer numbers of lost
lives in any conflict, I struggle to properly grasp the level of
terror and loss. My mind simply can’t fathom it. As Stalin said,
“The death of one man is a tragedy, the death of millions is a
statistic”.
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War is awful
With Frank almost venerating war in some ways, I think it’s
important that I explain to him how awful it is. This week
we’ve talked about families packing up and leaving their
homes. We’ve talked about bomb shelters, babies being born
in hospital basements, the concept of refugees, and how
we can help. It’s easy for a little boy to want to focus on the
heroism of soldiers, which is fine, and there’s certainly a lot
of inspiration to be found from the Ukrainian resistors. But
I want him to have some understanding of the fact that war
isn’t glorious; its terrifying, its barbaric, and as always it’s the
poor who suffer most. I’m talking about the Russian soldiers
too; young men sent to fight a war they very likely do not
agree with, while the children of Russian oligarchs enjoy their
lavish life in London. Frank is aware, too, that the invasion of
Ukraine is not the only war going on right now.
I don’t agree with the idea that discussing war, or poverty,
or famine, or racism, or inequality with children as young as
mine is in any way inappropriate. I’m creating a foundation
that I hope to build on as they grow and mature. I think it
would be more damaging to keep them in ignorance, lie, or
neglect to answer questions properly. And ultimately they
are going to hear about big world events, and I’d rather they
came to me with questions than worry about it privately. I
don’t show them any distressing images or videos, and they
have no concept of long range or nuclear missiles. For them,
conflict is far away, in different countries, so they do feel
safe. They feel empathy for Ukrainian people, especially the
children, which sometimes makes them feel sad, and I am
absolutely OK with that. They should. It is sad. That is an
appropriate response. And they have a sense of how lucky
they are to be safe, not to have to flee their homes or worry

27th February,
2022, Ukraine:
Refugees
from Ukraine
on the border
with Poland
(checkpoint
Grushev Budomez)
— Photo by
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about war personally. We
talked about what toys they
would pick if they did have to
leave home and seek refuge,
and I had a lump in my throat
discussing that with them. For
the boys it was a completely
hypothetical scenario though,
and they happily bickered
about which teddy would be
chosen.
The impulse to shield
I understand the impulse to
want to shield children from
bad news; from stories of war
or terrorism, but it is possible
to engage with them about
these horrific topics without
traumatising them. You know
your kid; you know what they
are able to understand, and
how sensitive they might be
to the subject matter. But
ignoring what is happening
is futile. And my god – how
fortunate are we to have the
luxury to control when and
how our kids find out what
war is. A privilege denied to
so many parents the world
over. For this I will never stop
feeling incredibly lucky and so
very, very sad.
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Yemenis die,
Saudi Arabia holds arms fair
With the world’s attention
focussed on Ukraine, Saudi
Arabia continued its war on
Yemen. And, whilst wars take
place somebody is making a
profit. Tanweer Dar looks at
why we only seem to care about
some conflicts...
While Russia invaded Ukraine, Saudi Arabia was
once again carrying out airstrikes on Yemen, one
of the poorest and most war-torn countries on
Earth. Saudi Arabia, leading a coalition of Arab
states, including the UAE, has been waging war in
Yemen since 2015.
Estimates from 2020 suggested that almost a quarter of a
million people had been killed as a result of the war (see
UN report), many due to the destruction of infrastructure
and starvation. Tens of thousands have been killed directly
by Saudi coalition military activity (using weapons and
munitions built and sold to the Saudis by our country).
Millions of Yemenis are on the brink of starvation (see
World Food Programme figures).]
Although there has been some reporting of the horrific
war in the south of the Arabian peninsula, the conflict has
largely been ignored in Western media and certainly hasn’t
had the wall-to-wall coverage that Ukraine has elicited.
People haven’t been welcoming of Yemeni refugees fleeing
death and destruction. Rather, some have perished trying
to reach the safety of European shores, many of which
have been open in their hostility to Yemenis seeking asylum
(again, contrast with the sympathy shown to Ukrainians).
There are likely many reasons for this disparity (see Luke
Andreski’s article: Othering: the racism of war and my
article: Why some refugees appear to be more welcome
than others. However, one of the key factors must surely
be that Saudi Arabia purchases and operates arms from the
UK (which also provides training and technical/logistical
support), the US and France, among others.
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Between March 6-9th, Saudi
Arabia hosted the ‘World
Defense Show‘. Click here for
a full list of exhibitors, which
included no less than 71
companies from the United
States, 31 companies from
France, 30 companies from
the United Kingdom, and six
companies from the Russian
Federation. Many, many more
countries are represented
(including a heavy contingent
from across Europe).
There can be no question that
innocent civilians pay a heavy
price for all wars. The world’s
arms giants, however, profit
from it. They trade in death,
and they’re making a killing.
It seems that profits are more
important than people.
There is virtually no reporting
of this, no condemnation,
no criticism even. And it’s
not like ordinary people can’t
make a difference when it
comes to standing up to the
industry of death (which is
what it is for want of a better
word). Only recently, the
BDS movement forced the
closure of the Elbit factory in
Oldham, UK.
History is replete with
ordinary people and taking
stands against corporate
giants. The arms industry
need be no different. Yes, they
may be intimately involved
with governments’ defence
departments and agencies, but
that is even more of a reason
to hold them accountable for
their actions.
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As the crisis in Ukraine has
unfolded many people have been
concerned that the narrative
being presented by the western
media is conveniently simple.
Here, Marilyn Tyzack, voices her
concerns.
As the war in Ukraine intensifies,
the continuous imagery of the
suffering being experienced on an
unimaginable scale makes it hard
for even the most rational person
to offer a possible explanation
as to why Russia has chosen to
unleash such carnage at this time.
This is not helped by the fact it is
becoming harder to sift through
the propaganda from both sides,
so that the historical issues which
may lie at the heart of the conflict
are becoming difficult to see, let
alone assess.

For me the disputed issues
are not about whether Putin
should have invaded Ukraine,
with the catastrophic loss
of life on both sides and the
displacement of hundreds of
thousands of ordinary people
trying to live normal lives.
This was wrong. And it needs
to be said.
I do, though, have real
concerns about the way the
conflict is being covered
by the West. The simplistic
analysis of bad, mad Putin
against the ‘good guys and
girls in NATO’, who have
never invaded another country
for spurious reasons is hard
to take. Some context would
also have been helpful.
Anyone looking at the map
of the area could perhaps
understand why Putin sees
Russia’s security under threat
with the encroachment of
NATO, While the current
standoff between Russia and
the West is based on many
grievances, the narrative of
Western betrayal has featured
4

prominently in Moscow’s rhetoric for decades.
Assurances were given
In a speech at the Munich Security Conference in 2007,
Vladimir Putin accused Western powers of breaking a pledge
by considerably enlarging NATO – most notably with the Baltic
countries joining the Alliance in 2004 – asking, “What happened
to the assurances our Western partners made after the dissolution
of the Warsaw Pact?” This needs to be said, and, quite honestly if
all it took was for Ukraine to agree not to pursue membership of
NATO, which after all is a very distant aspiration anyway, to end
the bloodshed and further escalation, then this should be on the
table.
Recognising this is not an excuse but it is an explanation.
Finally, I also have real concerns at the diametrically different way
the refugees are currently being handled and reported. At the
moment anyway, this seems to be diametrically opposed to the way

those from Syria, Iraq, etc have
been treated. They have been
languishing in camps and living
in the most appalling conditions
for years, risking their lives to
cross the channel because they
have not been offered the same
welcome that is currently on
offer to Ukrainians. They, too,
are innocent victims of a war
and invasion they didn’t sanction.
Even anti refugee Poland has
opened its borders. This is not
to argue that we shouldn’t be
providing a refuge only that
this should be part of a wider,
kinder, reviews of our current
Draconian measures on refugees.

Blossoms of the Arab
Spring firmly crushed

unfortunately not all of the movements led to increased
democracy and cultural freedom. Indeed, for many of those
involved, the period since has seen increased oppression and
instability. Here, I am going to focus on Libya, only too often
forgotten nowadays.
Civil war between governments
While the leader of Libya, Colonel Muammar al-Qaddafi was
overthrown in October 2011, in what had become a violent
civil war, and was tortured and executed by opposition
fighters, attempts to build a democratic state after this have
disintegrated into a new civil war between rival governments.
So what happened between the beginning of the protests
and now? It’s a complex issue, and Qaddafi made it clear
within just one week of the beginning of the protests that
he would hunt down those who protested “inch by inch,
room by room. Home by home, alleyway by
alleyway, person by person”. It was
this speech that prompted the
UN to ask NATO to assist
in ridding Libya of its
dictator leader.
Amnesty
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neighbourhoods, killing and
injuring scores of residents.
On several occasions they
fired live ammunition or
heavy weapons, including tank
shells and rocket- propelled
grenades (RPGs), at residents
who were fleeing – in what
appeared at times to be a
policy of ‘shoot anything
that moves’” would appear to
have borne out the need for
intervention, but did this help
the people of Libya?
Failed in their duty to protect
Subsequent events lead me
to say no. NATO intervened
under the auspices of
Responsibility to
Protect which means
the ‘responsibility
to help to protect
populations’ yet
failed to do
so. And failed
abysmally.

Uprisings against despotic
leaders filled us with hope back
in 2011, but where did this
lead. Susie Granic argues that
the early hope was crushed as
the protests turned to despair.
MOST of us will remember the Arab Spring, when
pro-democracy uprisings in countries including
Tunisia, Morocco, Syria, Libya, Egypt and Bahrain
generally began in the spring of 2011, which led to
the name.
It began with the so-called Jasmine Revolution in
Tunisia where street protests, especially in the country’s
capital, Tunis, eventually led to authoritarian president Zine
El Abidine Ben Ali, who had ruled for more than 20 years,
fleeing to Saudi Arabia. The country’s first democratic
parliamentary elections were held in October 2011 and this
inspired the people of other oppressive regimes to take
action in their own countries.
We all had so much hope for these countries then, but
5
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International’s report at
the time which stated
that Qaddafi’s forces
had “fired indiscriminate
rockets, mortars and artillery shells
as well as cluster bombs into residential

Photo by
thekirbster
Licenced under
CC2.0
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Photo by Painted
‘Populations’ includes all citizens based within the country,
yet throughout the intervention, NATO failed in this duty to Tapes Licenced
under CC2.0
protect. This is clear from reports of rebel opposition groups
torturing individuals based upon their skin colour.
This had of course been happening prior to the protests
when the treatment of migrants from sub-Saharan countries
by the Qaddafi regime was appalling, but it has continued
throughout the civil war.
The oil-rich country had one of the highest standards of
living in Africa under Qaddafi but since the war began there
are widespread problems, not least shortages of medicines,
power cuts and, according to the UN, almost one and a half
million people in need of humanitarian aid.
Are citizens better off ?
Let’s look more at how citizens fared under Qaddafi’s rule.
Yes, he ruled with an iron fist and tolerated no opposition, but:
•
Education and healthcare was free to all
•
Legislation provided a $50,000 grant to
newlyweds to help them buy their first home
•
Gaddafi began the world’s largest irrigation
project, wishing to make water available to every home in this
desert region
•
The price of petrol was one of the lowest in
the world
•
Women in Libya were free to work and dress
as they wished
•
Having a home was considered a human right
•
Citizens had enough food.

Does this mean Qaddafi was a great and good leader? Of
course not, just as Saddam Hussein in Iraq was not, but,
and this applies to both countries, are the citizens suffering
more because of Western intervention and could they have
achieved more if left to fight their civil war? It’s impossible to
answer as there WAS intervention and the civil war in Libya
continues to this day.
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Two main rivals
Since 2014 the fighting has
mainly been between rival
centres of political power
in east and west Libya – the
Tripoli administration, the
Government of National
Accord (GNA), which was
led by Fayez al-Sarrajas
Prime Minister until early
last year, and the Tobruk
administration, also known
as the Council of Deputies,
which won the 2014 elections
– elections widely accepted as
being democratic despite low
voter turnout. The Tobruk
government appointed general
Khalifa Haftar to lead the
Libyan National Army (LNA)
and restore its sovereignty.
However, shortly after the
2014 elections, the losing
parties joined together to form
the New General National
Congress. Upon losing, this
alliance formed two military
forces: the Libya Shield Force
and the Libya Revolutionaries
Operation Room. These
forces came together to take
over the capital, Tripoli. This
move forced the Council of
Deputies to seek refuge in
Tobruk, located in the eastern
region of Libya.
The GNA is officially
recognised by the UN as
Libya’s legitimate government,
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Qaddafi, slavery has become
all too common. People trying
to flee the country are often
kidnapped, physically abused
by long working hours, and also
sexually abused by traffickers of
women and children.
They fall prey to armed groups
and networks of smugglers. A
very high proportion of migrants
are used as day labourers in the
construction and agricultural
sectors. They are beaten,
sometimes to death, and also,
raped, kidnapped, ransomed,
starved and enslaved. This is the
reality for hundreds of thousands
of Libyans who were ‘freed’ by
the West in 2011.
The only way out for these
people is by sea, across the
Mediterranean, which is not
only a dangerous trip where they
risk their lives at sea attempting
Meanwhile, as all the political shuffling takes place, Libyan refugees
to seek safety in Europe, but a
are still suffering with no apparent end in sight. A report by
journey where they are usually
Amnesty International entitled ‘Between life and death’: Refugees
intercepted, transferred back to
and migrants trapped in Libya’s cycle of abuse states: “Libya, a
Libya and the same abuses they
country torn apart by years of war, has become an even more
sought to escape.
hostile environment for refugees and migrants seeking a better
This is happening now. Right
life. Instead of being protected, they are met with a catalogue
now. While we are talking about
of appalling human rights abuses and now unfairly blamed for
taking in refugees from the war
the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic on deeply racist and
in Ukraine – as we should – we
xenophobic grounds. Despite this, even in 2020 the EU and its
should not be turning our backs
member states continue to implement policies trapping tens of
on the refugees from Libya and
thousands of men, women and children in a vicious cycle of
Photo by AlMahra other countries. But I fear we will
abuse, showing a callous disregard for people’s lives and dignity“.
Licenced under continue to do so.
Just as the invasion of Iraq brought about the rise of ISIS and
CC2.0
terror for many all over the world, in Libya, since the fall of

though it holds little power on the ground, and some distrust
its Islamist politics. The supporters of the Council of
Deputies leader Haftar say he is a buttress against extremism,
while others see him as another would-be military dictator,
and one who has committed war crimes.
A new government
One year ago, following lengthy United Nations-sponsored
talks, Abdul Hamid Dbeibah, was chosen as Libya’s
interim Prime Minister, which came as a surprise to many
given his close association with Qaddafi. His position
has been contested since 10 February 2022, when Fatiha
Bashagha was selected as prime minister by the Libyan
House of Representatives. Dbeibeh has rejected Bashagha’s
appointment as prime minister, stating he will only hand
power after a national election. Haftar, on the other
hand, has welcomed Bashagha’s appointment.
Just last week the UN’s top official in Libya, Stephanie
Williams, offered to mediate between these political rivals in
a renewed push for long-delayed elections, warning against
‘escalation’ after a parallel government took office.
Slaves and refugees
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What is ideology? Was the idea that
we had moved beyond ideology simply
wrong? Rsaal Firoz argues that
ideology far from having been defeated
was actually the winner, and everything
we do, see, or hear is, in fact, ideological.
To Francis Fukuyama, the collapse of the Soviet
Union meant the “end of history”—and too the end of
ideology—as liberal democratic capitalism emerged
as the unchallengeable victor of the struggle between
the liberal, socialist and fascist humanisms in the
20th century. This perception was given the name
of ‘capitalist realism’ by Mark Fisher: an inability of
people to visualise the end of capitalism.  History, of
course, came biting back in 2008 to the horror of the
representatives of the victorious liberal establishment
such as Gordon Brown who had previously stated that
the cycle of boom and bust was over with the election
of New Labour – the perfect embodiment of the
delirious, postmodern, post-socialist idealism of the
1990s. Indeed, this whole pre-2008 euphoria was itself
an ideological fantasy brutally dismembered by its
own realisation in the form of unfettered, deregulatory
capitalism producing the mantra that the banks were
“too big to fail” (or, as Slavoj Žižek shrewdly corrects,
quoting a New York Times headline: “too big to
indict”).
Conventional Marxist understandings of ideology are called
into question in late-stage capitalism. If the ideological state
apparatus sustains the hegemony of the ruling class, then
why are films like Don’t Look Up which clearly challenge
the status quo both produced and promoted? It may seem
9

a thing of great irony that Leonardo DiCaprio, having
espoused an essentially anti-capitalist argument against
billionaires and monopolies and their role in delaying urgent
action to maximise their own profits, is ‘a close friend’ of
Jeff Bezos. However, this is less of a surprise once you
consider the fact that capitalism evolves and sustains itself
through a dialectical process of self-negation, in which
controlled opposition is generated through cultural media
(letting “the film our anti-capitalism for us”).
Labour confusion
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The Labour Party’s current position towards ideology is a confused
one. Its right-wing demagogues argue that it is discarding the
previous leadership’s excessive focus on left-wing ‘ideology’ in
favour of a more pragmatic approach, saying that “it is simply a
myth that Labour can win from the left.” This mode of reasoning
thus follows with the assertion that in order to win elections
Labour must reject ‘ideology’ and move towards the neoliberal
centre. Is it not a matter of great irony that the right-wing of
the party, claiming to reject ideology, wholeheartedly accepts
the premise that “there is no alternative” to the current wave of
neoliberalism? Through an Orwellian manipulation of the term,
these ideological warriors pose as rebels – even revolutionaries –
against the allegedly dominant left-wing ‘ideology’ within the party.
This capitulation seems to be occurring even at a local level
in the Party. In Enfield, for example, the Labour-run council
is going against the wishes of both its membership and the
local community to defend the restarting of the Edmonton
Incinerator. Such a move is clearly not pragmatic, for it is deeply
unpopular inside and outside the local party. Instead, it is a part of
the wider aim of wholly lobotomising the Labour Party in order to
make it a secure vehicle for British capitalism. How pure ideology
adopts the guise of pragmatism!

Photo by GR Stocks on Unsplash

It is important, therefore, to understand how ideology operates
within our political system, infecting and neutralising parties
alleged to be opposed to it. Capitalist ideology ensures not
that there is a widespread adoration for it, but rather that any
‘opposition’ to it is rooted within the ideological constraints
offered by the system. One can see this across the world – the
neoliberalisation of the People’s Party in Pakistan, the gradual
shift towards the centre of many social democratic parties across
Europe, and thus the prevention of the emergence of any real
alternative.
Then the question remains – what does ideology mean in the
21st century? In the information age, no longer can it be defined
as a cohesive set of ideas when it is dissipated – either directly or
disguised as its antithesis – so minutely into every programme we
watch, every song we hear, every election we partake in. In fact,
it would not be hyperbolic to suggest that every minor detail of
human behaviour – from aesthetic preference to modus operandi
– can be predetermined based on an analysis of an individual’s
style of interaction with different aspects of capitalist ideology.

Keir Starmer’s Labour
Party believes itself
to be moving beyond
ideology as it ditches
any commitment to the
left. In fact, it is the most
ideological version of
the party for many years
in its naked promotion
of neo-liberalism.
Photo by Chris Boland

One attempt to answer
the question would be that
ideology is everything – even
its opposition. It is the way we
experience reality. Yet, if it is
everything, does it not then
become nothing? According
to this thesis, it is impossible
to think or act outside of
ideological constraints.
However, by conceptualising
ideology in this way, am I not
acting outside its boundaries,
observing it as a ‘big Other’?
Are you not doing the same,
reading these words and
attempting to rationalise this
elusive, “sublime object” of
ideology?
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Cómo ser internacionalista

يممأ نوكت فيك
Как быть интернационалистом
Sut i fod yn rhyngwladolwr

HOW TO BE AN
INTERNATIONALIST

The suggestion is that, as capital no longer needs national
boundaries, so the nature of the social system will be toward an
international social order and a community of humanity.
International reach of capital
And, yet, here we are standing on the verge of a world war being
fought over boundaries both within and between nations. There is
no denying the international reach of capital. Some of the largest
companies operate around the globe.
Walmart, for example, is the biggest company in the world, worth
over $540 billion and operating in 24 countries with over 10,500
stores in countries as diverse as the United States, Botswana, China
and India.  Amazon is the 3rd largest company, worth around
$320 billion. It operates in 13 countries including the US, U.K.,
Australia, China, India and Japan. It delivers to more than 100
countries.
I mention these large companies because they have achieved
something socialists can only dream about. They are genuinely able
to operate as if borders did not exist. Capitalism puts no fetters on
capital moving freely. Yet, when workers seek to cross borders in
order to better themselves they are derided as economic migrants.
Capital, which so despises workers’ organisation, particularly across
borders, has organised itself to maximise its power of exploitation.

European Union

Capitalism is international and
respects no boundaries. So why do
socialists tend to play within their own
borders? What happened to the idea
that socialism was international. Dave
Middleton explores what is going on.

S

ocialism, so we are told, is an international
creed. The idea that it is possible to build
socialism in one country was pretty much
destroyed by Stalinist Russia. Whatever exists
currently in China does not seem much like any
form of socialism which most western socialists
would want to fight for. Yet we remain obsessed
with our own backyard. Many who see themselves
as socialists have little knowledge of what is
happening beyond their own shores and even less
interest unless, like now, it is impossible to ignore.
If you were a capitalist, however, you not only
take an interest in the wider world but you seek to
exploit it.
As long ago as 1888 the Belgian liberal economist, Emile de
Laveleve. In The Socialism of To-day, wrote:

“‘Internationalism’ is the natural consequence of the great
process of assimilation which is taking place throughout the
world. Nations are becoming more and more like each other,
and their mutual relations more and more close. The same
economic and religious problems, the same commercial and
11
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industrial crises, the same
class antagonisms, the same
struggles between capitalists
and labourers, arise in all
civilised countries, whether
their form of government be
republican or monarchical.
The ‘solidarity’ of nations is
no longer an empty phrase.
So real is it, especially in
economic matters, that a
purely local occurrence may
have a far-reaching result
in both hemispheres …
As different nations tend
to become one single family,
all forms of social activity
must consequently take an
international character.”

The European Union, with 16.5% of global imports and exports,
is the biggest global trading bloc. Its four freedoms are allegedly
goods, services, capital and people. Instead of people it should
probably have said labour, because fundamentally what trading
blocs and the companies they represent want is easy access to the
labour they require when they need it.
To be an internationalist, then, we might learn from our capitalist
paymasters. It is not to demand the ‘freedom’ of people to
be traded on an open market, but to demand an end to the
exploitation of workers wherever it takes place.
Why, for example, did the EU not enshrine as fundamental
freedoms the freedom to belong to a trade union, or the freedom
to have a safe working environment or even the freedom to a share
in the benefits of our mutual co-operation? The answer is quite
simple. The EU is not a socialist endeavour but a capitalist one.
This is not to say that we should oppose the EU in principle any
more than we should oppose money in principle. Support for the
EU is not a socialist demand but neither is it one socialists should
necessarily avoid. One problem with the EU, of course, is that in
developing an internal market it reinforced barriers to maintain
that market. In other words, even if the EU had abolished poverty
internally, which it hasn’t, all it would do is export it elsewhere.
Uneven development
In 2020 nearly one in five European citizens were in poverty or
close to it. That is a staggering 96.5 million people. The reason
is clear enough. Capitalist markets are uneven. Within the same
market exists great wealth – around 600 European billionaires –
and great poverty. But, and this is the crucial point, between
those two extremes are the rest who are neither impoverished nor
unimaginably rich. There are, after all around 450 million people
in the EU and the vast majority of those are not in poverty. It is
those ‘doing okay’ people who form the backdrop to capitalism
because they either see no reason to change it, or believe that it will
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deliver for them if they simply wait long enough.
But socialism is no less uneven than capitalist development. Whilst
poverty, discrimination and inequality might well fuel socialism,
the majority of active socialists are not directly affected by any of
them. The ‘real’ socialists, and by this I mean those who realise
that capitalist reforms cannot deliver socialism, are, by definition, a
minority. This is why those with the most progressive views need
to come together and in ways that do not respect international
boundaries. This is not always easy of course.
The First International Working Men’s Association was founded
in 1865, and its members included Karl Marx, a German, along
with comrades from France, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland, the United
States and, of course, the U.K. where it was held.

workers really are wage slaves
who should have as few rights as
possible.

Grassroots organisation

Political or industrial struggle
Throughout the early days of The International there was a
conflict between those who saw it as primarily a Trade Union
organisation and those who saw it as primarily a political one.
Remember, at this time there were few, if any, workers’ parties
in most industrialised countries, and those that existed were
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struggling to achieve suffrage to take forward the industrial
struggle for a shorter working week, better conditions, paid
holidays and even the right to belong to a trade Union.
Internationalism was primarily concerned with ensuring that
workers across borders did not undermine each other’s wages,
particularly during strikes where scab labour would often be used
to starve workers back to work. You might ask: what has changed?
Across Europe Trade Union membership averages about 23%,
but this hides massive disparities. In Finland, for example, 74%
of workers are unionised, whilst in France, somewhat surprisingly
given their apparent militancy, the figure is only 8%. In the
U.K. the figure is around 26%, down from a historic high in the
seventies of around half.
Trade Union membership in America, the cradle of capitalism,
was below 12% last year, and, unlike France, there are no periodic
outbreaks of mass strikes to strike fear into the bosses’ hearts.
In India, important as one of the largest workforces in the world,
34% of workers are unionised, though, as everywhere, there are
massive differences between sectors. In the Indian public sector
75% are in unions, whilst in the private sector only 15% are. This
pattern is repeated in all industrialised countries showing, as clearly
as it is possible to do, that for many private sector employers
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There is also little doubt that the
nature of trade unionism has
changed. Grassroots organisation
of the type mythologised in the
story of the Tolpuddle Martyrs
has been replaced by permanent
bureaucracies with leaders who
have never shared the struggles
of their members. The British
TUC is perhaps symptomatic of
the trend. Frances O’Grady, the
first female General Secretary
of the TUC, has never held a
job outside trade unions in her
life. She has no experience of
the shop floor. Her loyalty is
to the organisation not to the
members. This is not to say she
does not care about the members
but merely to point out that in a
conflict between the survival of
the organisation and the interests
of the members, organisational
survival will always win out.
Trade unions, the basic form
of worker self-organisation,
have become fetters to the
political development of workers
both through the process of
incorporation and of selfpreservation. There are simply
too many workers around the
world today who can tell stories
of being let down by ‘the union’.
And, again, let me be clear this is
not an argument for abandoning
trade unions but an argument
for transforming unions into
grassroots led organisations
which can defend their own
members and find common
cause with workers around the
world. At the end of the day we
are all fighting the same battle.
Internationalism means not
simply shouting support from a
distance but recognising that the
struggles which face ordinary
workers are largely the same no
matter wherever they happen to
be. And, in an era in which the
ruling classes grow ever more
desperate and seek to divide

us along national, ethnic, gender, and colour lines (to name the
obvious ones) and to pit us against one another, it remains, as it
always has, for workers to reach across those false boundaries and
declare themselves part of an international working class.
All so much so good I hear you say, but this is not 1865. Times
have changed, things are different. Undoubtedly things have
changed. But, for the better? There is still a tiny minority not just
with the wealth but also the opportunities and the power. Ordinary
people still have nothing to sell but their labour power. Poverty
remains one step away for so many, and the lived reality for far too
many. These problems cannot be solved by changing this or that
national government. The nature of capitalism is international,
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the nature of socialism can only
succeed if it is international too.
It is definitely time for workers to
adopt the battle cry bequeathed
by Marx and Engels:

As the world
plummets out of our
control, Fiat Knox
ponders how we
came to be ruled by
pssychopaths

S
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I didn’t have anything to write about in
the last issue. I was coping with a family
emergency at exactly the wrong time, and
the needs of others took top priority.
This article is about people who do
not, cannot, put the needs of others
before themselves.
Since my last article, of course, there
have been two huge crises which have
affected every real person in the UK: the
cost of living crisis, and the invasion of
Ukraine (with the subsequent fallout).
It is the invasion which I would like to
talk about. In particular, the topic of
psychopaths.
Photo by Alexa
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Psychopathy is defined as a mental
(antisocial) disorder in which an
individual manifests amoral and
antisocial behavior, shows a lack of
ability to love or establish meaningful
personal relationships, expresses extreme
egocentricity, and demonstrates a failure
to learn from experience and other
behaviors associated with the condition.
The Narcissists In The Room

Diplomacy

The media have a bad habit. They love
war. They go hot for war, like addicts think
only of their drugs, like a person with an
obsession has a fixation for the object
which drives their cravings.
War, to a press baron, means inflated
circulation and ratings. Which means
money. So of course they want war. The
problem is they want war too much. Given
the chance of having a war or having peace,
the media will go for war every time.
The media are about feelings – stimulating
emotions. The most powerful emotions
are fear, anger, outrage, hatred, and selfrighteousness. All of these provide huge
boosts of dopamine, which is good for the
ratings because dopamine is addictive, and
the rush brings people back to the source
over and over, craving more of the same.
It doesn’t matter if the dopamine surge
comes from learning something new and
wonderful, or from some news of bombed
orphanages or some atrocity that makes
the readers seethe and bay for blood.
Dopamine is dopamine, and your favourite
media outlet is your pimp and dealer, all
rolled into one.

Talking Versus, well, Killing

I am deliberately using this term, as compared
to sociopaths. Psychopath is a far more heavily
loaded noun, which brings up images of
Norman Bates and Janet Leigh in a monochrome
Hitchcock shower scene, and Christian Bale’s
metrosexual monster chucking a running
chainsaw down a stairwell (a far more monstrous
deviant than Heath Ledger’s or Jared Leto’s
Joker).
ScienceDirect has this to say about psychopaths:15
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new corporation joining in with the general exodus from Russia, and the
tanking of the country.
If nothing else, if this corporate protest succeeds where diplomacy does
not, it could have a chilling effect on society, because it will show that
capitalism has accumulated that much power in this modern era that it can
dictate to entire nations which wars they want to have.
In the meantime, according to the media, it sounds as if Putin is not
entirely having his own way. And yet, we all know that it is really the
ordinary citizens of Russia who end up suffering from a tanked Russian
economy, while Putin plays chess in his metaphorical Ivory Tower and
laughs like the textbook megalomaniac he is.

The biggest issue of the day, as of today
(March 11, 2022) is, of course, the invasion
of Ukraine by the Russian forces under the
orders of Vladimir Putin. This invasion is
of global importance, and not only for this
incident, but for future invasions.
The response of the global business
community has been little short of
astonishing. Reports of major companies
withdrawing from Russia, or shutting down
Russian access to the markets in which
they operate, are surprising moments
of good news amid the steady feed of
unremitting hostilities and the human angle
stories of refugees. For every report of a
bombed facility, we receive news of some

Brittanica defines diplomacy as:-

… the established method of influencing
the decisions and behaviour of foreign
governments and peoples through
dialogue, negotiation, and other measures
short of war or violence.
All of these measures require the
establishment of, and maintenance of, some
sort of conversation between people who
have the power and authority to commit
a nation to war, or peace. Diplomacy is
possibly one of the most powerful toolkits
available to people, which makes its failure
feel not only disappointing but inevitable.
Almost as though our nation’s
representatives had stepped back from the table, shrugged our shoulders,
said “Well, at least we tried” or “Don’t say we didn’t try,” and then reach
for the guns which just happened to be stockpiled right beside the
negotiators within easy reach.
When your media are all hot for war; when they crave the circulation
figures, ratings, and advertising revenues which come from juicy coverage
of hostilities; expect every diplomatic success to be greeted with
disappointment from our media anchors, and glee from every failure and
broken ceasefire.

Diplomacy streetstyle
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Psychopaths In Charge
Our leaders seem not only to be showing the symptoms of psychopathy as
described above, but also of malignant narcissism. Listening to the leaders
over here and to Putin, there is clear evidence that individuals within the
leadership exhibit the following traits, as defined by Choosing Therapy:1.
They Use, Abuse, & Discard People
2.
They Are Obsessed With Power
3.
Everything Is Personal for Them
4.
They Hold Grudges & Take Revenge
5.
They Take Pleasure From the Suffering of Others
6.
Nothing Is Ever Their Fault
7.
They Are Ruthless in Their Pursuit of What They Want
8.
They Don’t Have a Conscience
9.
They Have Many Enemies
10.
No One Will See Their Insecurities
This may sound familiar. The more you look at the personalities involved,
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Is There Hope?
The one thing the media want is a stable source of income. Wars
are a strong source of coverage, and the continued reportage from
the front lines yield a bitter, yet fruitful (well, lucrative) harvest.
If it was in their power to end war, no war would last more than a
few short hours. But perhaps they have that power, and choose to
use it instead to prolong those wars.
The media coverage of war seems to have two effects: they keep
the media fed and watered with money and adulation, and they
keep the people from taking matters into their own hands and
ousting the corrupt politicians we have in charge. As long as the
media lie to the public about how good our leaders supposedly
are, and what an important job they are supposedly making in
attempting to bring peace to the world’s troubled hot spots, the
Powers That Be will sleep comfortably in their beds, knowing that
their jobs will remain absolutely safe.
So, then, what hope is there?
The focus should not be on the leaders. The focus of resistance
should be aimed at the media.
The media have refused, as a matter of policy, to hold the leaders
of the world to account for twenty years and more. Historians can
look back at clear violations of trust and outright corruption, and
utter incompetence and cronyism, going back as far as Margaret
Thatcher’s tenure as PM, and you can find plenty of evidence of
governmental corruption going back even further.
It feels as though the government has always been this corrupt,
but that it is only through a complicit media over the last 22 years
that the clowns in charge have become arrogant and cocky, and
flaunted their incompetence and corruption openly. They are
laughing at the public and cocking two fingers at us all, because the
media are in their pocket this time.
The key is believing that the media must be held to account for
their own egregious failures. Nobody here is God. Nobody is
infallible. And we can start calling them out on this.
Because only if we all, as a people, begin to raise a clamour to the
media to force them to admit their negligence and begin to tell the
truth for the first time in some of their lives, can we begin to turn
things around; to tell Johnson that he is unwelcome and tell him
and his coterie of buffoons to take a hike and never return; and to
tell the Labour leader to pick up his P45.
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X e n o p h o b i a

Xenos, an ancient Greek word, can be translated as
‘stranger’ or ‘guest’ but, combined with the word ‘phobia’,
it means fear of strangers. In Swahili the word mgeni is
similar to the ancient Greek xenos and means both
stranger and guest. Someone you do not know is made
welcome. This is also true of Finnish, and I imagine some
other languages, but many people have come to consider a
stranger as someone to be feared, to suspect or even to hate
rather than someone who should be offered hospitality.
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Our leaders are incapable of
doing anything but fail. Our
media, owned by psychopaths,
are no longer up to the task of
challenging our mindless wouldbe rulers.
Our society, our communities,
deserve so much better, and we
need to show them all the door.
Hopefully, the next lot we bring
to power will have a head on
their shoulders. We need to end
the Peter Principle’s hold on
politics, or they truly will be the
death of us.

People’s opinions are rarely consistent and can be swayed by the
media, by politicians, by powerful orators, by changes in economic
circumstances and by a range of events. Dramatic changes in public
perception can take place quickly, especially when war is involved.
There is a long history of communities both welcoming and
rejecting newcomers. On a number of occasions this century
protestors have gathered in Dover to demonstrate hostility to
people arriving by boat after a perilous channel crossing. There
were protests in Dover against the arrivals in September 2020 when
channel crossings by refugees fleeing war, persecution, torture,
poverty and starvation, increased in number.
These refugees also received a welcome, and ‘Freedom from Torture’
was determined to give them a warm reception. They lit up the white
cliffs with a welcoming banner. Sonya Sceats, Chief Executive of
Freedom from Torture, pointed out how politicians can make use
of hostility to ‘others’ as a distraction: “The government thinks that
by stoking fear about the Channel crossings it can distract us from
its political blunders and get away with plans to dismantle our civil
liberties”.
Individuals can have a huge impact on public opinion and can stir up
racism. Some of us remember how in 1968 London dockers marched
in an anti-immigration protest in support of Enoch Powell after his
notorious and powerful ‘Rivers of Blood’ speech.
Nigel Farage stirred up intense emotions from both supporters and
opponents when he argued so forcefully against immigration and in favour
of Brexit. Ian Dunt, commenting on Farage in 2016, remarked,

“Every statement, in every campaign, is designed to first personalise
the immigration debate and then sow mistrust and division between the
indigenous population and immigrants.”

After the referendum, it was reported there was an increase of 57% in racial
attacks.

Jon Robins also discusses this in 2016 in the Justice Gap.
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P r o p a g a n d a

As Europe prepares for war the media is
manipulating public opinion in a way which is
dangerous, argues Jo Buchanan

here and in Russia, the more familiar the traits will seem.
The great crime is that our media, and theirs, are letting these
churls and louts get away with their obscene behaviour, again and
again.
Why?
Because they are good entertainment.
Because their outrages and atrocities bring you back to the media
over and over, to hear of the latest casualty figures, and to scream
in outrage – outrage which they are only too happy to sell to you.
Because nobody at this level is even remotely interested in
dialogue, negotiation, or peace. They just want your emotions, and
of course your money and your continued custom.
You are not an audience to them. You are their cult followers, and
they are the Jim Joneses leading you all a merry dance down the
garden path.

a n d t h e C r o wd M i n d
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“The European commission against racism and intolerance
(Ecri), which is part of the Council of Europe, reports
there were 52,528 hate crimes recorded by the police last year
with more than 8 out of 10 (82%) relating to race. This
represented an 18% increase on the previous year with the
largest increase in relation to religious hate crime (43%).”
Racial hatred
Events, especially those involving violent attacks, can also
lead to hostility and irrational crimes of racial hatred.
After the Manchester arena bombing, Greater Manchester
Police reported an almost immediate doubling of race crimes.
Other incidents such as the murder of Lee Rigby in 2013
and the 2015 Paris attack on Charlie Hebdo led to a rise in
Islamophobic hate crime. The Metropolitan Police reported
an immediate 40% rise in these crimes after the Borough
Market stabbings in 2017.
At some point there can be a change in a population from
a proportion of the people having reservations about and
antipathy towards those they see as ‘other’ to more and
more of the population becoming racist, xenophobic. This
happened in the German Reich in a country where there was
political and economic instability, a general rise in right-wing
extremist political groups and the appointment of Hitler as
chancellor by Hindenburg in 1933, so that Germany became
characterised by Nazism. The public mood was ready to
support nationalist and antisemitic beliefs. There were always
those who resisted, who met a terrible fate for their resistance
if they were discovered. People who feel hatred or dislike but
do not act on it initially may turn to protest and abuse, and
then there are those who become so viciously brutalised that
they can perpetrate the most atrocious cruelties upon other
human beings. Doctors who were trained to care and cure
could turn in the concentration camps in the Second World
War to barbaric experimentation and cruelty. The history of
torture is long and painful to read.
The press and media have a huge impact on public opinion.
This is particularly true today when so much information
and comment is available at the touch of a button, but
there are many examples from history to show that the
press has influenced the judgement of our population.
This was apparent during the First World War when,
after developments in technology in the 19th century,
advances in the printing press, the telegraph and the railway,
communications were transformed and newspapers became
widely available. This meant the public could share a kind
of mental cohesion yet be physically separate. This is not
to suggest that direct personal contact was not important,
but the passions of entire populations could be aroused
more easily. Government, military and press were in a close
alliance and affected the reporting. The pro-war Northcliffe
newspapers had a great deal of influence, as did a popular
campaigning jingoistic weekly entitled John Bull which
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aggressively promoted the war. It was not difficult for
propaganda to incite the public to hatred and for hatred to
spread. Exaggeration and falsifications in the reports from
the front exacerbated the situation. Animosity and fear
towards the Germans increased and foreign residents and
conscientious objectors were reviled and treated cruelly.
The mob
Particularly alarming is the way that crowds can be swayed.
The atmosphere in a crowd can itself generate emotion and
lead to action or the crowd can be urged on by a powerful
speaker.
During the First World War a pacifist and academic who has
been largely overlooked by history, Caroline Playne, studied
the crowd mind and observed the change in the British
public during the course of the war. At the time she was
writing, crowd behaviour was generally considered negative,
involving primitive levels of emotion. Subsequent studies
have modified this view, but there are many examples of
people behaving in crowds in ways they would not behave
as individuals. This can be seen among football supporters
for example and groups who carry out the horrors of a gang
rape. Playne was very concerned about the loss of reason,
the effects of propaganda, the hostility towards dissenters
and outsiders, the growing nationalism in the country and
the risk it posed, believing that nationalism could become
like religious fervour, ‘the psychosis of nationalism blinded
people’. She used the term ‘contagion’ to describe the way
ideas and beliefs spread through a crowd, often encouraged
by politicians and the press.
In our current situation, there are signs that the idea that
Putin is bad and Zelensky is good is widespread. This can
lead to the belief that Russia is bad and Ukraine is good.
Then it is only one step further to the thought that Russians
are bad and Ukrainians are good. Ill-feeling towards Russia
and Russian people can easily be stoked by some of the
sanctions and restrictions imposed. One extraordinary ban
is the exclusion of Russian cats, including Russian breeds,
from some international cat shows. The search engine
DuckDuckGo is down-ranking sites they consider contain
‘Russian disinformation and propaganda’, prompting
headlines such as ‘DuckDuckGone’. This is an attempt to
limit access to Russian based news. Acts such as these will
surely fuel unnecessary suspicion of all things Russian?
Could the same hostility and unreasonable thinking and
behaviour happen here as a result of Putin’s invasion of
Ukraine? It can be easy at times for people to forget that the
quarrels are so often between the leaders of the countries
and not with the general population.
Anti-Russian prejudice
The UK is not at war with Russia, but we are see a level
of ill-feeling towards Russians residing in this country. Sir
Roger Gale, MP for Thanet argued that all Russians living
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in Britain should be returned
home in order to “send a very
harsh message” to Vladimir
Putin. The Conservative MP
said: “My view is that we
should send Russia a very
clear message and rescind all
the visas for Russian citizens
currently extant in the UK and
send everybody home. “When
pressed on whether this would
apply to all Russians in the
UK, he said: “We can’t pick
and choose, because what
we’ve got to do I’m afraid is
send a very harsh message
through the Russian people
to Putin.” Sometimes it takes
one person to speak in this
way and then others echo
their words and adopt their
prejudices.
A Russian woman living in new
Wolverhampton was fearful of
abuse and discrimination and
remarked to the BBC that she
had seen posts on social media
about Russians being abused and
targeted and was worried about
her son being discriminated
against at school. Staff at the
Cultural Centre in Coventry
have received death threats and
the director commented, “The
people are scared because they
don’t know what is going on…
some of them are worried about
whether the country will send
them back to Russia, some of
them are scared about how the
kids will be in school….We
are worried about bullying for
the kids, not because they are
Russians but because they are
Russian speakers.”
A Russian family living close to
me in London, one of the 10
most diverse cities in the world,
was shunned by neighbours from
the outset of Putin’s attack on
Ukraine and one of the children
bullied at school. These London
residents should know better.
The human race should know
better.
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Stupid
Let’s talk about populism.
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“Populism?” you quite reasonably ask. “Is there really such a thing?
What do populists even believe in?”
That’s an easier question to answer than you might think.
Populists don’t really believe in anything.
Principles? Facts?
Evidence?
Why would a populist give a damn about those things?
You see, populism’s not a set of beliefs or an ideology – it’s a
technique. Or a whole raft of techniques.
It’s a bunch of stratagems, tricks and sleights of hand.
Let’s talk about a few.

One of populism’s most powerful tricks is
simplification.

For a short while it seemed that populism
was all around us - Trump, Farage, Le Pen.
But, Luke Andreski argues, populism was
and is built on sand and to make humanity
great again we need to shout that loudly.

A short
conversation
about populism
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Populists pretend complex problems have simple answers.
They like things so simple they become stupid.
And they would do, wouldn’t they?
‘Stupid’ is easy to handle.
Division
Division’s another trick.
Populists adore binary choices.
They want you to ‘take sides’.
They love an enemy.
If no enemy’s handy, they’ll create one.

Populists adore polarisation. That’s no surprise; it’s
a tool of anyone seeking power.
It has another name: ‘Divide and Rule’.
But do we really want to be divided?
And do we really want to be ruled by those who divide us?
Playing the victim
Inverted victimhood – that’s another populist ploy. Populists like
to act the victim, no matter how rich or powerful or privileged they
are.
But, by creating an imaginary oppressor, victims are precisely what
populism tends to produce.
The enemy are workshy scroungers?
Result: The poor get scr**d.
Immigrants are the enemy?
Result: Immigrants get scr**d.
The ‘enemy’ is another country?
Result: Just about all of us except the populist warmongers get
scr**d – because one thing you can be sure of: the populists won’t
be there at our side when the fighting starts.
Grievance
Populists love grievance. They exaggerate their feelings of offence.
It’s useful for them.
If people believe they’re victims, the victimisation of others seems
less real.

Populists love to see the world as
binary opposites and you can only
be on one side
Photo by Katka Pavlickova on
Unsplash
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“We’re just evening-up the balance.” “We’re getting our own back.”
“It’s not cruelty. It’s not immoral. We’re the victims here…”
But are we?
Really?
Instinct
Populism appeals to our worst instincts and emotions. They’re easy
targets.
Populists appeal to tribalism – an ‘us’ and ‘them’. They appeal to
the fear of strangers, to emotions of resentment and hatred.
They want us to forget that we need each other.
They want us to forget that other people make our stuff.
Other people grow our food.
The work of others allows our work to work.
Specialisation, integration and supply chains are king.
In fact, in this complex inter-connected world we need our better
instincts:
Caring
Compassion
Cooperation
We need the SOCIAL instincts. The ones that help nations and
societies and economies cohere. Cooperation is at the heart of
civilisation – all civilisations. I explain why here.

Populists don’t give a damn about caring or
cooperation. And as for compassion, that was never
on the agenda.
Anger, fear and resentment are the tools populists deploy –
because anger, fear and resentment undermine our ability to think.
Anger, fear and resentment make people easy to manipulate and
use.
Facts             
In the populist world, words are for impact, not truth. Facts are
poor friends if you have no principles – they tend to show you
up – so the populists ignore facts, or use just those that suit their
purpose.

Populists dislike experts. Of course they do.
Experts know stuff. Folk who know stuff get in the
way if you want to manipulate rather than inform.
Populists exaggerate, hype up, propagandise, spin.
Which has its drawbacks.
It means they’re not usually much use in a crisis.
Try spinning yourself out of an emergency and things will only get
worse.
That’s what happened in some nations when coronavirus kicked in.
That’s what’s happening to our entire world with climate change.
When it comes to a crisis we need to put populism to one side.
We need to deal in facts.
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Distraction
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“Facts!” populists cry with revulsion. “Those are just YOUR
facts!” Or, “Those aren’t the facts! THESE are the facts!” – and
out of their mouths spews a torrent of lies.
It’s easy to be mesmerised. That’s part of the trick. While we’re
watching their lips we miss what they’re doing with their hands.
While we’re distracted by the noise, the populists get on with
achieving what they want to achieve:
•
Self-advancement
•
Self-enrichment
•
A power grab.

Lies

Populists like to smear, slander, denigrate, accuse.
Populists like to present complex situations
as if there is a ‘them’ and an ‘us’. This leads
them to some very extreme positions.
Photo by Ehimetalor Akhere Unuabona on
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It’s an element of the ‘othering’ technique: the dividing and ruling;
the creation of ‘an enemy’.
“Hate them… love me.” That’s the populist message.
So you can see why populists are often narcissists.
It fits in with their approach.
Narcissists find lying easy – and populists love to lie.
They’ll say anything to make themselves popular.
Of course they will.
Half-truths. Outright deceits. Deliberate obfuscations.
The truth is irrelevant. Becoming popular and gaining power is
their objective.

Populists lie about what’s making our lives sh** –
and then promise to fix whatever they’ve lied about.
“I can fix this. No one else can. Just me.”
But a border wall or a scapegoat minority or interventions in some
other country won’t improve the lives of ordinary folk.
Decent wages, universal healthcare, good homes and education –
that’s what improves ordinary lives…
And none of that’s as easy to deliver as a slogan.
None of it’s as easy as a lie.
Can lying become a problem for the populists?
No. For them it’s win-win. Because the tribalism they encourage
forgives the lies.
Tribal inclusion takes precedence over integrity.
The tribalised forget fairness, decency, honesty.
Integrity? WTF’s that?
Their moral compass? Populism wipes it out.
Being in the tribe… That’s all that matters.
What you want
The lies are bad, but so what? For populists the lie’s not the thing.
The objective’s the thing:
    Ambition
    Greed
    Pretending to serve others while serving only themselves.

Populists like to lie about their ability to make
our lives better.
Photo by Ehimetalor Akhere Unuabona on
Unsplash
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Why let truth interfere with objectives like these?
And yet… would you be happy if your brother, sister, father or
mother were a liar?
Is lying an example you’d
want to set your children or
your friends?
Is it acceptable – if we think
for just a moment – for our
leaders to be liars?
And can it possibly do any
of us any long-term good?
Resistance

Populism is immoral.
We see it all across the
world.
Populist leaders: serially
dishonest, serially unreliable,
serially self-serving, serially
in it for number one.

Populists deny
equality, kindness,
our shared humanity, our compassionate human
nature.
They create dissension, division, hatred, bloodshed, even war.
Where’s the morality in that?
Decency and integrity are merely obstructions to populism.
Yet it’s decency and integrity which tell us it’s essential we resist.
Integrity 1st
“But how can we fight something so insidious?” you ask.
“Populism’s specifically designed to grip us, to exploit our
weaknesses, to use our natural instincts and emotions against us.
It’s designed to be popular.”
I’ve an answer for you.
We can resist the techniques of populism through clear thinking.
And through facts.
We can resist populism through humour. (It’s difficult to be angry
or to feign offence when you’re laughing.)
I discuss many of these techniques in my book Our Society is Sick
but Here’s the Cure.
But most of all, we can resist it through morality.

Morality is hard for populists to attack.
How do you condemn someone for being moral, for showing
integrity?
And morality’s message is as simple as any populist slogan:
Integrity 1st
Honesty 1st
People 1st

Make Humanity Great Again

And:
Let’s shout that from the rooftops.
Let’s make sure the populists can hear.
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“Love trumps hate - demonstrator at
London’s anti-Trump rally.” by alisdare1 is
marked with CC BY-SA 2.0.

Between 2015 and 2019 the
UK Labour Party was engulfed
in a crisis over its attitude to
antisemitism. British Jews
claimed to be under attack,
whilst Labour members,
including Simon Maginn,
thought it was all a scam.

I was debating on Twitter recently with someone about
the accusation that Chris Williamson had said Labour had
been ‘too apologetic for antisemitism’. It’s not usually a
difficult conversation – the facts are clear, that isn’t what
he said – and it’s generally over in a few minutes. But this
one went on, and on, until we reached the point where I
said something like, ‘But you can see with your own eyes
what he said and what he didn’t say’, to which he replied
that it made no difference anyway, because who cares what
an antisemite says…
Or, more succinctly: words mean nothing.
#ItWasAScam seeks to assert that words, actually, do mean something, that
reality exists, that there are facts about that reality which can be ascertained,
and that those facts, those words, mean something: that they *matter*.
The ‘Labour antisemitism crisis’ narrative has dominated media reporting
on the Labour Party since shortly after Corbyn was elected Leader in 2015.
It was immediately obvious to many of us that it was a fraud, and we started
to argue the cases on Twitter as they came up – Ruth Smeeth and Marc
Wadsworth, the mural, the wreath, the irony…

Fraud
Every case we examined turned out to be a fraud. Every single one.
I posted a list of ten of them as a blog post a year ago, and shortly
afterwards we started the #ItWasAScam hashtag. It’s trended (been
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one of the most widely used hashtags) quite a few times and
has become a recognised shorthand for the fight against the
‘Labour antisemitism crisis’ fraud. A speaker at the Labour Party
Conference last year referred to it (negatively, of course) in her
speech, and commentators and prominent social media accounts
such as David Baddiel, David Schneider and Paul Mason have all
spoken about it, albeit to denounce it.
We used the past tense (It *was* a scam) because, at the time,
we were mostly referring to historic accusations. But the ‘left
antisemitism crisis’ has continued to be used by new Labour Party
Leader Sir Keir Starmer to purge leftists from the party. It was a
scam, and it still is a scam today.
Left (now former) MP Chris Williamson, for instance, simply
did not say Labour had been ‘too apologetic for antisemitism’, as
BBC’s Nick Robinson claimed in a tweet. Just plain didn’t say it.
Black/Jewish activist and campaigner Jackie Walker did not say
‘Jews controlled the slave trade’ (Nick Robinson again), Jeremy
Corbyn did not say ‘Jews (or Zionists) don’t understand English
irony’, nor did he defend an antisemitic mural, nor did he lay a
wreath for the Münich terrorists…
None of these things actually happened, and it really isn’t difficult
to prove it: all you have to do is consult the public record, check
the tape or transcript or recorded facts, see exactly what someone
did or did not say or do.
Basic fact-checking, in other words. #ItWasAScam fact-checks
these accusations and finds them to be fraudulent.
Not merely false, mind – these are not innocent errors – but
deliberately and intentionally designed and intended to deceive.
Frauds.
All of them.
Unsurprisingly, there has been a certain amount of resistance to
this.
There have been two main lines of attack thus far. The first is that
#ItWasAScam is a ’conspiracy theory.’ And it don’t half sound
like one, who can deny it? Conspiracy theories often make grand,
sweeping assertions – that the Moon landings were a hoax, for
instance, or that Donald Trump, and not Joe Biden, won the 2020
US Presidential election – and in order to argue the case, will
cite false and fraudulent ‘facts’. It will often be necessary for an
advocate of a conspiracy theory to dispute widely held and well
evidenced statements about the world: there will be the claim
that there exists a ‘conspiracy’ amongst news media and other
authorities to prevent the ‘real’ facts being presented.
So when #ItWasAScam asserts that the entirety of our mainstream
media, print and broadcast, state and commercial, have for the last
seven years engaged in a monumental and concerted fraud, it’s
not at all surprising that some may think it’s a conspiracy theory,
because it sounds exactly like one.
But this is where the fact-checking comes in.
It starts small. What did Chris Williamson *actually say*, compared
to what he is accused by BBC’s Nick Robinson of saying? Are the
two things the same?
Gentle reader, they are not, and anyone can check this for
themselves in minutes. The link below has chapter and verse on on
it. Check for yourself.
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Jackie Walker was expelled from
the Laobur Party after allegations of
antisemitism. Was it a scam?

Well OK, but that could just be
an honest mistake… Alas, no.
I took Nick Robinson’s tweet
about Chris Williamson through
every stage of BBC’s protracted
complaints procedure, right up
to a final appeal to the Director
General as Editor-in-Chief, and
at every stage it was passed as
‘accurate’. The tweet is still up
today.
But that’s just BBC… Again, no:
Chris Williamson was vilified
as an antisemite by every media
outlet in the UK. No exceptions.
(Honourable mention here
must go to right-wing journalist
and author Peter Oborne, who
steadfastly refuses to collude.
He left his senior position at
the Daily Telegraph in 2015 and
now writes for the online journal
Middle East Eye.)
Alright, but that’s just one case…
I’ve listed ten here https://
medium.com/p/f729646378e6.
Each one a major ‘news’ story,
each one a demonstrable fraud.
These ten cover, at a guess, 90%
of the ‘crisis’ coverage. The Big
Three alone – the mural, the

wreath and the irony – have all been cited thousands of times as
evidence of this ‘crisis’.
And they’re all frauds.
To be clear: that is not denying antisemitism existed within
Corbyn’s Labour party. It did, as it exists across society, though
at a very low level. Statistics show antisemitism in Corbyn’s
Labour Party at >0.1% of the membership. https://labourlist.
org/2019/02/jennie-formby-provides-numbers-on-labourantisemitism-cases/… A YouGov poll from 2017 found
antisemitism, as measured by agreement with one or more
antisemitic statements, significantly lower among Labour
supporters than Conservative supporters. https://antisemitism.
org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Antisemitism-Barometer-2017.
pdf… There’s also evidence from two YouGov polls of Labour
supporters commissioned by the charity Campaign Against
Antisemitism, taken in 2015 and 2017 - ie the year Corbyn became
Leader and two years after that - which found that antisemitism
fell significantly over this period.… The more the new members
flooded into the party, the fewer antisemites there were as a
percentage.
None of this has ever been mentioned by our media. BBC, again,
had to be forced to publish the correct figure, and even when
they did they first exaggerated it tenfold and then claimed it was
‘disputed’ (it isn’t). They have never talked about it.
Every case is important, of course: there just weren’t many of
them.
There is no statistical evidence of a ‘crisis’, or anything resembling
one.
So Jeremy Corbyn’s comment, on publication of the EHRC
report into antisemitism in the Labour Party, that accusations had
been ‘dramatically over-stated for political reasons’, is difficult to
dispute. A Survation poll conducted in 2019 found many people
believed the figure was as high as 30%: it was in fact less than one
tenth of one percent, and falling under his leadership.
All our media are accused. For seven years and counting. The
evidence is unarguable and overwhelming, and the conclusion
inescapable: we’ve been lied to, on a scale rarely witnessed in any
of our lifetimes, and we’re still being lied to today. There never was
a ‘Labour antisemitism crisis’: our media simply made it up.
So yes, for most people, asking them to believe that is like asking
them to swallow a horse, which is why we break it down into
manageable chunks, such as what exactly Chris Williamson did or
did not say. A conspiracy theory relies on frauds: we rely on facts.
If there’s a conspiracy theory here, it’s that there ever existed any
such thing as a ‘Labour antisemitism crisis’.
The second accusation is, of course, antisemitism. Well, what
else? #ItWasAScam demonstrates that fraudulent accusations
of antisemitism were made, and is itself promptly the subject
of – fraudulent accusations of antisemitism. It’s neatly circular, if
perhaps a little trite. We are charged with ‘accusing Jews of lying’.
Plainly, provably false. #ItWasAScam accuses some members of
the PLP and the entirety of our mainstream media, both state and
commercial, of fraud. Claiming that’s antisemitic necessarily means
first claiming that our politics and media are – well, Jews. And
I’m no expert, but I rather suspect there might be something of a
trope lurking somewhere in there…? #ItWasAScam accuses the

Marc Wadworth was expelled
from the Labour Party following
allegations from then Labour MP
Ruth Smeeth. Was it a scam?
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Archbishop of Canterbury and, the last time I checked anyway, he
isn’t Jewish. Many supporters of the hashtag and many victims of
the scam are themselves Jewish. The accusation is absurd.
#ItWasAScam makes credible and well evidenced claims anyone
can check for themselves, that our political/media estate created
and sustained a monstrous fraud – the ‘Labour antisemitism
crisis’ – which distorted our democracy to such an extent that
the legitimacy of the General Elections of 2017 and 2019 can
plausibly be called into question, and which is still operative today.
Lives have been ruined, careers destroyed, reputations shredded.
Good, decent people, many of them lifelong Labour members and
activists and many of them themselves Jewish, have been subjected
to rough justice, thrown to the media pack, hounded, doxed,
threatened, libelled, traduced. Persecuted.
One example: I was handing out #ItWasAScam leaflets outside
the Labour Conference in Brighton last September. A woman
approached me and told me she was Jewish, had been an activist in
the party her whole political life (she was now in later middle-age)
and had just had her Conference pass disabled. She’d had an email
saying she was under investigation for antisemitism. While she was
telling me this, her eyes started to fill up, and do did mine. These

are real people, these who have
been so casually slandered and
mocked and cast out, real people,
whose feelings are important and
whose stories need to be heard.
Words matter. Reality matters.
Truth matters. #ItWasAScam
is about nothing more nor less
than what’s true and what’s false,
what’s real and not real. What
happened and what did not
happen.
And if that doesn’t matter,
nothing matters.
http://tinyurl.com/ItWasAScam

LGBTQ Rights Are Human Rights
Whilst Britain likes to pride itself
on its liberalism the truth is very
different for LGBTQ citizens.
Although legal since 1967 Britain’s
shameful past is explored by
Critical Mass’s Ray Woolford.
Is the Home Secretary yet again playing
politics, saying one thing about LGBTQ
civil rights to secure a great headline with
nothing behind the sound bites? Home
Secretary Priti Patel said in January 2022,
“I hope that expanding the disregards
and pardons scheme will go some way
to righting the wrongs of the past and
to reassuring members of the LGBTQ
community that Britain is one of the safest
places in the world to call home.”
This, however, has set off alarm bells, raising real
concerns with LGBTQ activists that the proposed
amendment to the Police, Crime, Sentencing and
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Courts Bill will not, in reality, offer up a single pardon. The
Kath Duncan Equality and Civil Rights Network wrote
to the Home Secretary in January after Patel made an
announcement about LGBTQ members who were jailed for
crimes which were no longer seen as crimes in 2022. The
letter asked whether those who were over the age of 16 will
be given a pardon and called specifically for a pardon for
Deptford gay couple Charles Thomas and Henry Ward. They
served five separate jail terms in the two decades between
1924 and 1939 just for holding hands in public. They also
asked for a pardon for Percy Duke sentenced for wearing a
dress in public in 1931. He received six months hard labour.
The letter was forwarded to the Government’s own Justice
Department who replied that the pardons were NOT a
reality.
The Home Secretary thanked peers Lord Cashman and
Lord Lexden for raising the issue. Lord Lexden said it was
“an affront to gay people” that the scheme had not been
extended. Lord Cashman said in November, “The disregard
and pardon schemes in England and Wales are significantly
flawed because they encompass only a small fraction of the
laws that, over the decades and centuries, have immiserated
the lives of gay and bisexual people”. He went on to
highlight how “the offence of solicitation by men, which was
used to entrap gay and bisexual men, sometimes for doing
nothing more than chatting up another adult man” would
not have been included in the original scheme. The Home
Office said conditions would still need to be met in order for
a disregard and pardon to be granted, including the condition
that anyone else involved must have been aged 16 or over
and the sexual activity must not constitute an offence today.
Just as with so much that Priti Patel says, the rhetoric may
sound great, but those able to deliver clearly see it very
differently. It is Part of Kath Duncan’s Equality and Civil
Rights Network’s campaign to secure these pardons and and
raise the pressure from talk to reality.
Scottish LGBTQ Civil Rights Activist Kath Duncan is arguably the
most important UK Civil Rights leader in the past 100 years. She
served two jail terms NOT for committing a crime but because
there was fear that what she said would cause a revolution. Her
arrest and sensational 1930s trial led to the establishment of The
National Council Of Civil Liberties (Now called LIBERTY) and
the UK’s first House of Commons Civil Rights debate called by
Labour Leader George Lansbury.
A huge mural of Kath Duncan and Windrush fellow social justice,
civil rights and anti-poverty campaigner Barbara Raymond was
unveiled as part of International Women’s Day on the We Care
Food Bank building at Kath’s Place. Aged 86, Barbara Raymond
unveiled the striking work painted by Lewisham artist Boudicca
Collins, as part of her Lewisham School of Muralism work for the
Lewisham Borough of Culture, with Neale Hanvey, the Scottish
gay MP for Kath’s Hometown of Kirkcaldy who is supporting this
campaign.
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Contemporary newspaper articles show clearly
the rough justice meted out to Henry Ward and
Percy Duke. Images courtesy of Ray Woolford.
A biography of the life of Kath Duncan ‘The Last Queen Of
Scotland’ has been published by Austin Macauley Publishers. A
play ‘Liberty’ about her role in establishing the UK Civil Rights
Movement was staged to high acclaim in London 2019 as part of
LGBT History Month and The Deptford Heritage Festival. A new
film documentary about Kath’s life and her role in establishing the
UK Civil Rights Movement, also called ‘Liberty’, will be out later
this year via the International Film Festival Network.
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Rachael
Swindon
Interviews
Thelma
Walker
Rachael Swindon speaks with the former Labour
MP for Colne Valley and founder of PAL (People’s
Alliance of The Left), Thelma Walker.
RS “This gives me a sense of hope for the future”.
“Excellent news, what we’ve been waiting for”.
“This is a brilliant first step to creating an official socialist movement in the
UK”.
Just several of the many messages of support that came in when you announced
the creation of PAL, back in January, to the delight of the politically homeless
left.
Nearly two months on, how do you feel PAL is progressing, and are you
expecting the Alliance to be well represented at the local elections in May?
TW PAL as an organisation started nearly 12 months ago.
We are not a political party but an organisation which brings
together, from the radical left, representatives of different
campaign groups and political parties.
Many on the left who feel so betrayed by those in Labour
who deliberately undermined that opportunity for a socialist
government under Jeremy Corbyn are crying out for a new
socialist party to fill the political vacuum which exists.
Trouble is, they want it now, immediately, and expectations
have to be managed, in that PAL’s aim is not just to bring
the historically, splintered left together, but to have a real,
embedded socialist movement, based in our communities
and a real choice of who to vote for in future elections.
RS The world seems to be a much darker place than it was just two months
ago. The two main establishment political parties are (once again) singing from
the same hymn sheet.
The humanitarian response from the British government has been an
embarrassment, and the Labour Party can’t be that far off another run on the
‘controls on immigration’ mugs from 2015.
How can PAL play its part in providing a strong and consistent anti-war,
pro-humanitarian voice that differs from the compassion-free actions of the
Westminster elite?
TW Left Unity is a member of our Alliance and their lead on
internationalism and anti-war policy has been invaluable in our PAL
discussions. The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) agreed by all PAL
members included a commitment to:
“Peace and equality between peoples and states.”
“We oppose the exploitation of other countries for economic gain and we oppose
imperialist intervention.”
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PAL is not a breakaway
party. However, it is also
not made up of narcissists
and careerists;
our
Alliance will give people
a real choice to be part
of a people’s movement.
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Also, “We stand in solidarity with the Palestinian people.”
The double standards being displayed currently over
Ukrainian refugees by the Westminster Government and
Opposition with regard to humanitarian aid is so apparent.
Everyone fleeing war and persecution should be given
support and aid, there should not be a hierarchy.
PAL will always be consistent and act with integrity in
its policies and actions, just as Jeremy Corbyn has been.
RS I believe you were a member of the Labour Party for an incredible 39
years, and you witnessed the arrival of eleven party leaders, including the short
caretaker stints from Margaret Beckett and Harriet Harman.
What was it about the era of Keir Starmer that convinced you to leave the
Labour Party after nearly half-a-century, and do you think that reconciliation
between the left and *this* Labour Party is ultimately futile?
TW I gave a public commitment, which was sincere, to
supporting Keir Starmer when he became LOTO Soon after
that, however, we had the sacking of Rebecca Long Bailey,
who I respected as Shadow Education Secretary. Then we
had abstentions on Human Rights Bills.Then, finally, the
suspension of the whip for Jeremy.
I also had time to read more about the history of the Labour
Party and to understand so much more about the plotting
and intrigue which destroyed Labour’s chances of victory in
the 2017 and 2019 elections. It’s clear though that the Labour
Party has never been a “broad church” and the vast majority
of the PLP are selfish careerists. The current Labour
leadership is clearly more comfortable working with the
Tories than the few, sincere socialist MPs who continue to try
and fight for what they believe from within Labour.
The Labour Party is on its deathbed and I am truly done with
it.
RS The Socialist Campaign Group – a grouping of left-wing Labour MPs
within the Parliamentary Labour Party – appear to be isolated and somewhat
toothless.
I’ve communicated with most of the SCG over the last few years, and they
are fundamentally decent and principled individuals who I respect. However, I
struggle to see how they feel the Labour Party values are compatible with their
own values.
What do you think is stopping them from standing by their principles,
abandoning Starmer’s establishment back-up plan, and standing as
independents, or under the PAL umbrella at the next general election?
TW As an MP you are elected on a particular platform, and I
respect an MP who puts their constituents first. I also respect
some saying, “It’s my party not theirs”. I do think a person’s
conscience has to come into this though. I couldn’t for the
life of me be voting with or abstaining on the legislation
going through parliament at present. The very essence of our
democracy is being threatened.
I also believe that the SCG look at the lack of success of
previous breakaway parties like the SDP and Change UK and
believe it will never work.
PAL is not a breakaway party. However, it is also not made
up of narcissists and careerists; our Alliance will give people
a real choice to be part of a people’s movement.
RS It must’ve been a genuine honour to represent the people of Colne Valley

The Labour Party
is on its deathbed
and I am truly
done with it.

The People’s Alliance of the Left - not a
new party but an alliance of existing parties
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in Westminster. You sat on the Education Select Committee, the Welsh
Affairs Select Committee, and you served as the Parliamentary Private
Secretary (PPS) to the former Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer, John
McDonnell.
You are as qualified as most to offer an insight into the functioning of the
Labour Party machinery under the leadership of Jeremy Corbyn.
Where do you think it all went so horribly wrong? – and do you think the
Labour left needed to show more internal ruthlessness in the short term to
create a genuinely top-to-bottom left-wing democratic socialist party for the
future?
TW I believe the Labour left have learnt an awful lot since
the defeat in 2019. I know I have ,on a personal level. I tried
so hard to bring members of the PLP together, but I know I
was being naive politically and many in the PLP were there to
undermine Jeremy and what we were trying to do.
The Left are however, much more organised at rebuttal now.
New and emerging left media platforms are also growing in
popularity and support. The lies told and the media bias have
been exposed and Jeremy is being proven correct on almost
everything he said and continues to say on international and
domestic policy.
The weakness of the current LOTO, who is a useless
politician but also lacking in humour, warmth or empathy,
is making many voters realise what they lost. Sadly, though,
many are choosing not to vote and it is the lost voter that PAL
needs to speak to.
RS You quite rightly described the Labour Party’s treatment of Jeremy Corbyn
as spiteful.
From what I can see, there is no way back into Starmer’s outfit for Jeremy,
which to me is a good thing, because this Labour Party doesn’t deserve him.
Should Jeremy choose to leave the Labour Party, perhaps stand as an
independent candidate, or even turn the Peace and Justice Project into a
political party, can he expect to find an email in his inbox from Thelma
Walker, founder of PAL?
TW I’ll always have massive respect for Jeremy as a friend
and comrade, but I believe he wants what I want, and that is
to nurture the next generation of socialist politicians. Jeremy
is a great MP though, and I’ll be out there door knocking for
him in Islington if he decides to stand as an Independent.
RS Your popular podcast – Thelma and Tom Look Left – hosted alongside
“old hippy”, Tom Widdicombe, takes a regular look at some of the political
developments on the left side of the political spectrum.
You’ve had some fantastic guests on the show over the past 28 episodes,
including Rebecca Long-Bailey, Richard Burgon, Clive Lewis, John
McDonnell and Ian Byrne.
But who would be your dream guest – dead or alive – and what would you ask
them?
TW Sylvia Pankhurst definitely!
From Manchester where I was born and so brave and
inspirational.
I’d ask her why women are still fighting for equality and what
gave her the strength to face torture and imprisonment.
I’d ask her about her relationship with her mother and sisters
too. (Read Natural Born Rebel by Rachel Holmes).
RS And finally…
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You were in the teaching profession for 34 years, providing you with the
sort of real life experience that is sadly lacking with so many of today’s
parliamentarians.
You have also sat through numerous sessions in Parliament, witnessing
the braying and the abuse that is traded across the floor of the House of
Commons.
Was it easier to reason with school pupils or members of parliament? – and if
Keir Starmer’s first two years as the leader of the Labour Party was an exam,
what grade would you give him?
TW Children and young people often feel really passionate
about things, they’re authentic and sincere.
I love that.
I don’t trust many MPs to be honest. I don’t trust the system
which allowed a sincere man of integrity to be treated in the
way he was and to deliver the charlatans we have as PM and
Leader of the Opposition .
I wouldn’t give Starmer a grade, I would just ask him to
apologise and miss playtime.
We have to change the system.
The People’s Alliance of the Left is going to be one way of
doing just that.
RS Thelma Walker, thank you very much.
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I don’t trust many
MPs to be honest.

So you think
you live in a
democracy? Well,
you are right,
you do. But it’s
not quite the
democracy you
probably think,
Howard Thorp
pulls back the
veil to reval the
inner workings
Image: https://www.needpix.com/
photo/1700544/vote-ballot-boxhand-suit-free-vector-graphicsfree-illustrations-free-pictures-freephotos-free-images
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I just pulled this definition off my
Mac: “control of an organisation or group by
the majority of its members”. To me, that is
a satisfactory definition. You could substitute
‘organisation’ with ‘country’ and ‘its members’ with
‘the electorate’, and you would have a definition that
fits the UK. The keyword though is ‘control‘. In a
democracy ‘control’ means the will of the electorate
can make change happen – including fundamental
change.
So why is our democracy a sham? It works like this: You can
vote, and you can make change happen, but there are certain
things that can’t be changed, really important things like
our economic system, which determines the kind of society
we have. Why can’t we make those fundamental changes?
Because the market, or call it big business or capitalism if you
prefer, is really in control. How does this work and how did
it happen? If we look at recent history – in the past 40 years
or so our politicians have ceded control to the ‘market’. It has
happened through the capture of institutions. The European
Union is a good example of this. European treaties contain
clauses that dictate how our economy works. In effect, they
create a European constitution that binds us to the market
through so-called ‘liberalisation’. This means that we have to
follow a right-wing ideological economic programme.
Free market ideology
This ‘free’ market programme is neoliberal and it is one that
is followed by almost all governments in the ‘West’. It means
that corporations can dodge taxes, trade unions get
disempowered, environmental regulations are watered down,
people are mired in debt (e.g. student loans), public services
are privatised and countries are run for the benefit of the
1%.
The USA is still the epitome of capitalist society, but it doesn’t
say in the constitution that the country has to be capitalist. That
kind of ideological-cum-economic statement has no place in
a constitution. What has happened is that politicians have put
commercial interests above our democratic rights. On a lower
level, it works in the UK like this: if a multinational wants to build
a superstore in your town centre, your local council can’t stop it
from happening. The citizens of that town can’t take a democratic
decision that they don’t want it. The ‘rights’ of the multinational
have been put above our democratic rights. Of course, we can
still vote and we can still decide to do things like introducing gay
marriage, because that doesn’t threaten the economic status quo,
but we can’t run our economy in the way we choose.
Our politicians never asked us if we wanted this. If they had,
they know we would have rejected it. But the point is that many
of us are unaware of exactly what happened. Historically, where
people have kicked back, such as in the referendums in France
and Ireland where European treaties were rejected, the politicians
have fixed it so they got the result they wanted in the first place.
It’s not just the EU but all the major institutions such as the
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WTO, IMF and World Bank that adhere to this neoliberal ideology
masquerading as economic policy. The plan is to ensure that a
particularly nasty, laissez-faire version of capitalism is completely
dominant – social and collective concerns are subsumed to the
agenda of banks, corporations and the super-rich, and democracy is
undermined.

Voter apathy
While they may not appreciate all the details of how our democracy
has been stitched up in the interests of corporations and the 1%,
many people understand that our democracy doesn’t work for
them. That is one of the key reasons why voter turnout has fallen
so dramatically in many countries like the UK. And that is how
we can get a government elected by only 26% of eligible voters,
which is what happened in the UK in 2019. Are the powers that be
worried about this? Of course not! Voter apathy suits those who
are in control!
The harsh reality is that, as the 21st century has progressed, the
nature of the relationship between politicians and business interests
has become even closer and more corrupt. in the USA both of the
major parties are in hock to corporations and American oligarchs.
In the UK, the Conservative Party is in hock to Russian money, and
the City of London is a laundromat for dirty money globally.
As Prem Sikka said recently:

At periodic times you have the opportunity
to change your oppressors through a visit to
the polling station. Photo by Marilyn Tyzack
for Critical Mass

“The UK has become a global centre for illicit financial
flows. The government has a history of coveringup money laundering by banks even when they have
publicly accepted responsibility for “criminal conduct”.
Recently, NatWest became the UK’s sole bank with a
criminal conviction for money laundering failing. It was fined
£265m. This has not been followed by prosecutions of any
directors, whose remuneration was presumably augmented by
profits from such illicit practices. There is no clawback of their
remuneration. When asked, the response is “The Government
does not intend to introduce legislation to enable clawback of
remuneration from directors of entities found guilty of money
laundering.”
Since Putin invaded Ukraine three weeks ago, there have been calls
for severe sanctions on Russian oligarchs in the UK, but it’s unlikely
that many of them will suffer much because they are too deeply
embedded with the Tory Party and the corrupt system in the UK.
We need to recognise that we live in a failed democracy that works
for the few not the many, and it’s also important to understand
that representative democracy isn’t true democracy. If you’d asked
someone in the early 19th century what democracy was, they’d have
told you ‘one person one vote’, i.e. no representatives as it was in
ancient Greece. We now call this direct democracy.

Direct democracy
I recommend you read David Graeber’s excellent book The
Democracy Project in which he talks about the USA founding
fathers, many of whom were slave owners, and their fear that direct
democracy could damage their power and wealth. It’s a real eyeopener for anyone who sees America as a bastion of democracy.
Of course, you may be wondering how direct democracy can
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work in a modern society.
Switzerland is one example.
They have a system with citizen
participation in legislation that
works.
Despite this, our democracy
is still worth something. We
can put real democratic rights
back on top. But we can only
do this if we first understand
what’s really happened and
have the will to re-capture our
institutions from those who
have ‘stolen’ them. Only by
becoming politically active at
a local level and resisting at a
national level can we turn the
tide against the corporations,
tax-dodging rich and their tame
politicians who advance their
interests at our expense. We need
electoral reform with a written
constitution, an elected head of
state, an elected second chamber
and citizen participation at a
national and local level if we are
going to live in a real democracy.
Finally, I’ll leave you with Dick
Crossman, a Labour politician
who served in Harold Wilson’s
government in the 1960s. He saw
government in our democracy at
first hand and he had his doubts
about our democratic system. In
his last public lecture, he talked
about how ”the British voter,
while encouraged to believe that
he was part of a self-governing
democracy, was in effect –
through the device of so-called
‘representative institutions’
– enduring government by
oligarchy. The guilty secret
at the heart of the British
governmental system, Crossman
increasingly came to believe, was
that it was deliberately designed
not to give ordinary people their
heads but rather to tame the
demon of democracy before it
did too much damage” (excerpt
from The Crossman Diaries
Published by Holmes & Meier
1981). Nothing has changed
since then.
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The
consequences of
a housing market
crash

There has been increasing speculation that the
perfect storm of factors (increasing energy prices,
cost of food and drink, tax hikes, fuel costs etc)
could result in a recession and a subsequent crash
in house prices. I have seen many people on the
left celebrating this potential latter consequence
and thinking that the rich and those with lots of
properties will lose out were this to occur. I will try
to explain why such a belief is, at best, incredibly
naive.
Full disclosure: A while back, I was briefly a (somewhat
accidental) landlord for approximately 18 months. The
circumstances were that I rented out a single property on
behalf of my late mother to help pay for her care home fees.
I did this and all the admin (tax returns etc) without taking a
penny in return. Now, according to a significant (majority?)
portion of Lefty Twitter, this made either me, or her, possibly
both of us, the scum of the earth under ALAB (All landlords
are bastards). The fact that both of us had/have worked all
of their lives doesn’t seem to matter. I always tried to be fair
and reasonable to the tenants, despite difficult circumstances
which I won’t go into here. I have also been on the other
side of the fence in that a long while back I rented properties
with some friends where we were treated very badly by the
owners on more than once occasion. So I think I’m capable
of a balanced view on this.
To start with, a housing crash would be a disaster for first time
buyers. “But they will find it more affordable”. Wrong. That £250k
house is likely to be worth only say, £200K in a year or two. What
bank is going to give you a mortgage with a 5-10% deposit when
they will be unable to get their money back if the worst were to
happen (and house price crashes are strongly associated with a
collapsed economy and major job losses)
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Secondly, for those who do not
remember the eighties, negative
equity is a massive problem,
mainly for recent buyers who
have not had time to own their
properties for a significant
period. Let’s say you want to
change jobs and move nearer to
the new one, how would you be
able to sell your house when it is
worth a lot less than you paid for
it? You would be trapped. The
same would apply if you wanted
to move for social reasons, such
as being nearer to family, or
being next to neighbours who
you did not like.
Finally, the rich with huge houses
and property portfolios will lose
a fortune. Erm, no, actually they
won’t. The complete opposite
is likely to happen. Most have
no need to panic sell! They
will sit and wait for prices to
recover (which historically always
happens). Whilst they do this,
many with spare cash will take
advantage of the situation and
snap up extra properties at a
much-reduced price and make
even more money in subsequent
years.
So, to conclude, a housing crash
would be an absolute disaster
unless you are wealthy, and no
self-respecting socialist should
be hoping for one. A significant
building program of new ecofriendly properties of varying
sizes all over the country which
will lead to a gradual easing of
prices over time is required, as
well as government measures
and taxation policies to support
people.

C A M PA I G N

Whilst our attention has been grabbed by the
prospect of war in Europe and the pandemic,
financial markets have been showing increasing
signs of pressure. Ace Socialist looks at what
this might mean for the housing market.

Turn the Power Off on April 1st

With big price rises planned for domestic fuel campaign group Disabled
People Against Cuts (DPAC) are planning a novel protest on 1st April 2022.
Called the Big Power Off the Sheffield based group will ask people to stop
using some or all of their gas and
electrical appliances for the day.
Jennifer Jones from DPAC Sheffield told
Critical Mass: ”We can march, we can protest on
the streets and it’s very important that we continue
to stand up in as many ways and as often as we can,
but sadly new laws mean that potentially we can be
shut down; the beauty of #BigPowerOff is that
there’s absolutely nothing that the government or the
corporations they work for can do to stop it. What
are they going to do? Waltz in and demand that we
put the heating on?”
The day will involve people in turning the
heating down a measure we should all be
considering anyway. Research from USwitch
shows that the average household has their
heating set to 20 C whilst reducing that by
just 1 C could save as much as £80 a year.
Other ideas being promoted as part of the
BigPowerOff include heating cold food and
cold drinks, turning off the TV, leaving lights
off and turning off non-essential electrical items.
David Hayes of DPAC Shefﬁeld says: “ We are the many. We are the real big society. We
have the power to tell gas and electricity suppliers to get off their greedy backsides and to stop fleecing
us all for our essential gas and electricity supplies. You don’t even have to go outside. You can protest
from home. We want to show power suppliers that we the people have the potential power to turn
off the profits that make them and their shareholders obscenely wealthy whilst millions of people
across the UK can’t even afford to cook their teas.”
DPAC are asking people to publish their stories as well as retweeting and reposting
using the campaign hashtag #BigPowerOff.” They acknowledge that some people
will be unable to take part. As Jennifer Jones says: “We know that many people
absolutely must keep their heating and various equipment on in their homes due to
disabilities, and in no way should anyone be made to feel shamed into doing this or
that they’re not doing their part if they can’t make a commitment to using no gas or
electricity or to using less.“
The action follows recent announcements from OfGem that due to rises in global
fuel costs household bills will rise by between £693 and £708 a year. This as energy
providers continue to post massive profits and rewards for their shareholders.
#BigPowerOff will be the first of a rolling series of actions as ordinary people push
back against the profiteering of the major energy providers.
For more information contact: DPACShefﬁeld@gmail.com
Photo by Kelly Sikkema on Unsplash
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WRITE FOR PEACE

Dear <your MPs name here>
I write to you over my concern at the apparent rush to war over Ukraine.
Whilst the invasion of Ukraine by Russia is undoubtedly wrong it is
important that the UK uses its influence to promote a peaceful, diplomatic
solution.
This cannot happen without acknowledging the legitimate and long held
security concerns of Russia over NATO”s eastward expansion.
Demonising Russia and particularly the Russian people is not likely
to prove helpful in the long run.
Most ordinary people, whilst sympathetic to Ukraine do not
want a Third World War.
I implore you to act in the interests of
your constituents and do all in your
power to find a peaceful solution to
this conflict

Photo by Zac Ong on Unsplash
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Your name
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Date
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“Only a maniac could want a nuclear war,” says both sides of a conflict that
shows no sign of abating. And, whilst the establishments in both the east and
the west play a high stakes game of poker, it is ordinary people whose homes,
livelihoods and lives are destroyed.
Most ordinary people in the UK do not want to see the war escalate to the
point where their homes and livelihoods are threatened. Yet, where is the talk of
peace? Where is the diplomacy to bring this conflict to an end?
We can let our MP’s know that many of us do believe a negotiated peace is
possible.
Use this website: https://members.parliament.uk/FindYourMP
to find your MP’s email address. Remember to include your name, address and
postcode.
You can cut and paste this text or add your own.
We don’t have to simply accept the inevitability of war.

PS5 REVIEW: After
Endings Afterthoughts –
Horizon Forbidden West
– Death To All Robots!

When Horizon Zero Dawn was released back in
2017 I was absolutely dismayed to be unable to
play it. At the time I didn’t have a PlayStation, so
naturally when I got one the game was high on my list
of things to get, writes Critical Mass’s resident gamer
Harvey John.
A game where you fight ROBOT DINOSAURS?! No way
could you say the premise alone wasn’t enticing. It’s probably
what drew a lot of people in initially. Yet I imagine more of
them stayed because of the amazing story, told through the
eyes of Aloy (played fantastically by Ashley Burch).

Horizon is set in a world a thousand years after a robot plague
eradicated human civilisation. Now humans live in primitive
tribes. They live side by side with machines, created by A.I.
GAIA (Voice actor Lesley Ewan) to monitor the biosphere and
ensure that life on Earth is well cared for.
(spoiler ahead)

In Zero Dawn’s journey, Alloy, a Nora outcast desperate to
learn the mystery of her birth, travels across the region and
on her way learns that GAIA has been destroyed and one of
its subordinate functions, HADES, has become sentient and is
planning to wipe out all humankind. It is up to Aloy, a genetic
clone of the GAIA’s original creator, Dr Elisabet Sobek, to
restore HADES to his default settings and reconstruct GAIA
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– which she does so. But not without the help of a few
key allies. Varl (John McMillan), son of the Nora Chief,
Erond (John Hopkins), an Oseram with a sharp tongue
and a knack for drinking, and Sylens (Lance Riddick), a
mysterious figure who knows more about HADES than
he initially leads Aloy to believe.
(Spoiler over)

The game kicks off roughly six months after the
dramatic conclusion of Zero Dawn with Aloy looking
for a copy of GAIA’s code to fix the still damaged
biosphere. And with GAIA’’s rogue, and now sentient,
subordinate functions running loose it would be better
sooner rather than later.
Having to travel to the Forbidden West, set near and
around the San Francisco area, Aloy finds herself
involved in a civil war between the local Tenak tribes
and a dangerous splinter group lead by former Marshal
Regalia who possess the ability to overdrive and control
machines – an ability only known to Aloy and her
former ally Sylens.
On top of this there are other threats lurking in the
Forbidden West, an enemy few would expect and a
shocking twist no one could see coming. With all this
Aloy must survive, overcome, and once and for all save
the planet or die trying.
Truly this is one of the greatest games I’ve ever played.
Not only is it fun, but it’s breath-taking – truly. Those
who played Zero Dawn will recall the vast sprawling
wildernesses and the terrifying monstrous machines that
you’d hunt down and scavenge for parts. Whilst it may
be only slightly larger than the previous game in size, in
terms of content Guerilla Games have really filled in the
once empty pages.
The Forbidden West truly takes up its namesake, as
every step taken forward feels like a journey into danger
– every road turned leads to danger and feels as though
it should come with a turn back sign. I can recall early
in the game running towards a nearby village and nearly
getting sliced to bits by a robotic bear the size of a
mansion! Terrifying indeed, but part of what makes
Forbidden West so fun.
It’s gallery of robotic enemies, whilst not massively
more diverse than in Zero Dawn, at least boast a fair few
new, unfriendly, faces along with returning favourites
(although I wouldn’t say I have fond feeling when
thinking back on my battles with T-Rex look-a-like
Thunderjaw from the previous game).
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Those that do return, return with flare. No longer just the
same iterations of the same machine scattered across the
map. Now one machine may have several different types
ranging from Acid to Plasma. Each requires a different
approach, a different weapon set, sometimes an entirely
different play style due to the nature of their attacks.
As for those new enemies such as the heavily marketed
basalisk-esque Slitherfang and others such as the mammoth
like Tremortusk, they provide a new challenge and a grander
sense of excitement. This game sees an influx of larger,
gargantuan, machines to fight – along with new weapons to
destroy them, including an explosive spear, a weapon which
attaches explosive cannisters to enemies and a weird device
which launches discs (my personal favourite next to the
spear).

Weapons and armour are a massive part of what Guerrilla
Games have improved in this stunning sequel. Not only
are there more varieties of weapons, but like enemies there
are different weapon types for each category. The same
applies to armour, allowing for players for a more optimised
playthrough. For example, as I prefer range and stealth, the
armour I use is the Legendary Nora Thunderer Armour
(seen in screenshot above).
While this game does improve upon its predecessor with
new additions, there are some things of note which I believe
could be further improved upon. One of those in particular
is the arena where you go to challenge machines for unique
prizes. Scaling in the arena feels counterbalanced to machines
out in the wilds of the West which makes this an overall
more tedious experience, especially when you have to pay
large sums in game currency to compete.
It’s not the only side hustle that falls short. I also feel that, in
the ‘chess like’ mini game, Strike is not emphasised as much
as it could be. While the premise sounds interesting enough,
it’s rarely given the chance to shine with all the interesting
stuff going on in the world around it, what with monsters to
find and kill and all.
The same I would say of Cauldrons, locations where
overrides for machines can be found. I did take on one or
two in my playthrough, but at the end of game the majority
of them were left unexplored and, frankly, I felt they went
unneeded – especially when by halfway through the campaign
I could take down most machines with ease.
Though, overall, Horizon Forbidden West is an all-out
thrilling adventure with a charming protagonist and the
potential to become one of the most interesting and
intelligent games and narratives in today’s world of otherwise
tedious and monotonous video game storytelling. Truly, once
you start on Aloy’s story you’ll be hooked from start to finish.
Speaking of finishing, this here concludes.
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The Parable of the
Gold-digger.
They say you cannot judge a book by
its cover, as the lead character in Mel
Cakey’s short story finds to her cost.

C

assandra Reynolds picked up her
expensive handbag and headed for the
door of the café where she had been
drinking coffee on her own. As she left,
she saw a familiar face coming toward her; the face
smiled and Cassandra groaned almost silently.
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“Hello Cassie!” said the man
who owned the smile, “How
are you?”
“It’s Cassandra,” said
Cassandra. “I’m fine, thank
you, Henry”, but she had no
intention of stopping for a
chat and tried to hurry past
him. Henry though had
every intention of stopping
for a chat and so Cassandra
resigned herself to losing
a few minutes of her busy
afternoon in talking to him.
“It must’ve been twenty
five, twenty six years,” said
Henry gazing into her face.
“How have you been? I hope
everything’s good with you?”
“Yes, absolutely fine, thank
you Henry. Yourself?” said
Cassandra with no interest at
all.
“Yeah all good with me
thanks, Cassie”, said Henry.
“Did you find yourself that
rich husband you always
wanted?” His eyes twinkled
as he spoke and his smile
broadened. Cassandra
noticed he’d had the little
chip in his tooth fixed.
Years before, Cassandra had

Photo by Sharon McCutcheon on
Unsplash

been at University studying history when
she had first met Henry. He had been the boy
who worked in the Uni cafeteria. He had
asked her out on a date and she had refused.
Over the next year and a half he had asked
her out five times and she had politely
refused each time but then on the sixth
occasion, because he was quite nice looking,
although he did have a small chip in one of
his front teeth, but he was funny and had a
kind way about him, she had finally agreed.
He had taken her to the local Indian
restaurant, where she had picked
disappointedly at her chicken korma and
refused to have ice cream for pudding.
Several days later Cassandra had finished
the relationship with him before it had even
got off the ground.
“I’m very sorry Henry,” she had said, “it’s
not that I don’t like you but you work in
the cafeteria…” Cassandra said the word
cafeteria with utter dismay as if the word
depressed her. “I need a man who’s going
places and let’s face it, Henry, that’s not you
is it.” Henry stared at the ground and did
not see her disheartened expression. “Bye
Henry”. Then she walked away and Henry
continued to sadly ponder the floor.
A couple of years later, Cassandra had met
Simon. He was a salesman and although
he flitted from job to job he was never out
of work and seemed to earn a ‘good’ wage.
They saved up and bought a modern twobedroomed house in a nice area and then
when Simon proposed, Cassandra accepted.
Fifteen years later, after Simon had been
promoted to Area Manager for the very
successful firm he worked for, they had
moved to a much bigger four-bedroomed
house on the very edge of town. They had
an enormous garden and even had room for
a pony if their daughter had wanted.
“Anyway Henry, I really must get on. I’m
waiting for my husband. He’s the area
manager for Crosby-Harding, you know, the
property people,” said Cassandra and was
pleased that Henry looked impressed.
“Oh wow, looks like it all worked out for
you, Cassie,” said Henry, “I’m really happy
for you.” Cassandra frowned. Why did he
keep shortening her name like that – but
she couldn’t be bothered to correct him

again. Just then, she spotted her husband
through the crowd on the high street. He
was heading her way, he saw her and waved
then began to run toward her. She waved
back and told Henry,
“I’d better go, things to do, profiteroles
to defrost, you know. We’re having the
Executive Chairman round for dinner this
evening, such an honour! I think there may
be another promotion in the air!” And she
forced herself to say, “nice to see you,” even
though it was actually a bit of a nuisance.
“Nice to see you too, Cassie,” said Henry
then paused. “I erm… I should tell you…”
Then Simon abruptly landed in front of
them, in his work suit and with his briefcase.
He was pulling at his work tie to loosen it
and was slightly out of breath after having
run through the shoppers on the street.
“Hello Simon,” said Cassandra immediately,
gripping Simon’s arm and trying to
drag him away as fast as possible, “We
must hurry, I have so much to do for this
evening’s dinner party.” But Simon only
briefly acknowledged her with a thin smile
and instead turned his attention to Henry
and said,
“Hello Mr Crosby-Harding, sir, fancy seeing
you here in town on the very day you’re
joining us for dinner! I see you’ve met my
wife, Cassandra so I shan’t have to introduce
you later.” Simon beamed at Henry then
stopped and pondered for a second. “Wait
a moment, do you two already know each
other?” He looked at Cassandra, who had
gone quite pale and asked her,
“So darling, how do you know Mr CrosbyHarding..?”
The End.

Photo courtesy of
Needpix
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The Lost Burdens – Chapter 5
Time travel and alternate universes are difficult to
unravel. In this latest chapter of his short novel,
Harvey John catches up with his drunken students and
their time travelling lecturer.
There are many ways to beat an enemy who is
far more powerful than you – in terms of force
at least. One of those ways is information. If
knowledge is power, then well-placed agents are
the generators.
Agents are key to winning wars – they strike out
to gain information, recruit spies and promote
rebellion in the enemy ranks. Information, the
key to open the doors of victory. Information
could come from all sorts of places, from spies
within the ranks to independent agents who did
nothing more than being in the right place at the
right time. In the case of this particular agent, his
contribution was knocking on a door. The door
that belonged to one Molly Bragman. It wasn’t
out of choice that Mike Dougan had come here,
but rather out of necessity.
Shamed as he was to admit, he was desperately
in need of twenty quid. Specifically twenty quid
he’d lent out to his student Georgina. He knew
that money was going to go on the piss, but who
was he to judge? He’d had his fair share of wild
nights during his short time as a student.
Besides she’d sworn she’d give it back to him
the next week. Problem was, the next week had
come and now he needed it. Let it be said, when
it’s two weeks before pay day don’t go lending
money – especially if you forget your mam’s
birthday.
So here he was of all places, outside the little
student house that was home to Molly Bregman
with Nigel by his side looking ever so impatient
(the little bugger was chomping at the bit to get
himself into some muddy puddle of trouble). He
knew Georgina would be here because she’d told
him, assured him, she’d be up in time to pass
on the money she owed. Not that the trip would
be bad for him. He was due to get an update on
young Fraser, the boy who was his charge.
He’d seemed fine the other day. He’d had a sure
sign that long term viability for treatment was
safe. But he had to keep sure and he had to keep
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secret. Fraser could never know. Not that he’d
even understand, poor boy! Women and his past,
two mysteries – one of all men who love women,
one unique to him and him alone.
When he arrived at the house he knocked out of
courtesy, for it was the polite thing to do, even
with the door completely open. Not a good thing
though, quite disturbing actually. If he didn’t
moments later hear the sound of violent spewing
from upstairs, he’d be quite ready to call the
police.
He stood there, unsure whether to enter but
not feeling comfortable enough to stand out in
the cold morning rain. Thinking ‘sod it’, he tied
Nigel to a lamp-post next to the house, stepped
inside and slowly walked upstairs. Though he
moved at a slow pace, he made sure to hit his
feet on the raggedy carpeted floor a little harder
in the hope that, along with his calls of ‘hello’,
this would announce his presence as NOT a
threatening intruder.
Georgina was not on the first floor, though there
was a very attractive looking gaming set up that
he took a picture of. He’d loved to have a set
up like the one he was seeing, it was absolutely
gorgeous. A quick check in the kitchen left him
feeling disgusted, and quite done with liquor for
the remainder of his university employment, so
he moved upstairs. This was where he assumed
the bedrooms would be.
The first place he check was the loo where he
assumed he’d heard the sound of vomiting
coming from. He knocked twice, then, hearing
nothing, called out again. “Hello? It’s Mike
Dougan. I’m sorry for coming in without
permission, but your door was open and it’s
raining dreadfully outside.“
“Jesus, can you can it Mike? I’m dying in here!”
That certaintly sounded like Molly from what he
recalled of her.
“Oh, sorry Molly.” He apologised and bit his lip
to stop himself laughing at the accidental rhyme.
Afer a few moments the toilet flushed and the
door opened, and Mike was staring into the face
of a heavily disgruntled looking hungover Molly.
By the paleness of her face, it looked as though
she’d had quite the night and an awful morning
thus far. He averted his eyes from her gaze,
piercing and terrifying as ever.
“Morning Mike,” She wearily greeted, gently
pushing past him then turning back and giving
him an odd look.
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“Mike, don’t take this the wrong way, but what
the hell are you doing in our flat?”
Mike went on to explain when the sound of a
passing car was heard, quite clearly through the
open door. Avoiding words, he simply pointed
downward. Following the direction of his finger,
Molly saw for herself.
“Jesus Christ, fucking Georgina leaving the door
open…is that your dog?”
“Yeah, I thought best to leave him outside. He
tends to get a wee bit overexited some times.”
He told her. As if to prove his point, Nigel
was pulling with all his might to be free of his
temporary prison as he caught sight of Molly (or
as he probably saw it, a new person to jump at
with his dirty paws).
“Right.” She nodded, then frowned and pointed
at him. “That still doesn’t explain why you
decided to just walk in.”
“Oh, well, I though perhaps maybe someone
had broken in. And when I heard the sound of…
well…,” He awkwardly gestured at Molly, “Well
I thought I had better check no one was injured.”
“How thoughtful of you,” she said bluntly, not
giving any indication that she felt moved by his
actions. “Again, Mike, that still doesn’t explain
why you’re here. In our flat.”
“Honestly, Georgina owes me some money,” he
told her.
“And you needed that money today?”
Stuttering for an excuse eventually, and
embarrassingly, he admitted, “I may have
forgotten my mother’s birthday was coming. I…
also may have forgotten to get her a present.”
From suspicion to a disapproving stare that
was nearly as frightening as his father’s, Mike
seemed to shrink inwardly in that he felt the
younger, and much smaller, girl tower over him
with the moral high ground.
Eventually sighing, Molly told him, “Well you’ll
be out of luck then, Gina went out about twenty
minutes ago. Meeting with Fraser or something.”
Mike nodded and turned to leave and glad of it.
He supposed he could come back later. He had a
little while yet. Or…
“I don’t suppose she’d be heading back to
Fraser’s would she?”
“Not sure, but that would be my guess.”
“I don’t suppose you have his number do you?”
He asked.
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“Yes.” Huzzah! “But,” Oh crumbs. “I lost my
phone last night, reckon I dropped it in the taxi
or something.”
“Oh, well thank you anyway.” He smiled
gratefully, though she’d done little or nothing for
him.
Perhaps it was pity, or just common kindness,
but, as he turned and started towards the stairs,
Molly sighed and grabbed his shoulder.
“You could try calling his house number, lucky
for you I remember that though I don’t know
how or why.”
“Oh, that would be most appreciated. Thank
you.”
So it was that Mike walked out the house and
stood outside with his dog as he dialled the
home number of his student’s partner. He
waited around only in case that perhaps, if Gina
didn’t have the money, she might pass her debt
onward to her housemate or maybe the young
man he spied setting himself up comfortably in
the room with the lovely gaming system. There
was also a park nearby and now was a good a
time as any to let loose his little wild beast.
The phone was not hastily answered, though
when it was it was certaintly not Fraser who
answered.
“Hello?”
It was a man’s voice, an older gentleman.
English, so definitely not Fraser.
“Umm, hello, this is Mike Dougan. I’m looking
for Fraser, is he there?”
“I’m sorry, he just left not ten minutes ago.”
“Oh crikey.” Mike huffed. “What about his
girlfriend, Georgina?”
“I believe that is who he left to meet.”
Well that was just his luck.
“Ok, well is there any chance I could leave a
message with you, umm…?”
“Jospeh, Fraser’s grandfather.”
“Right, ok Joseph, could I-“
He was interrupted from completing his
sentence by the calling of one Miss Molly
Bregman.
“Mike, you’re in for a spot of luck.” She told
him, barely ebven glancing as Nigel leaped
at her only to be held back by the few inches
distance from the lamppost. He was a friendly
dog, truly, but times like these he wondered if
perhaps he should have looked into one that was
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tamer. Or perhaps just a wee bit shorter and thus
easier to manage.
“How so?” He asked.
“Turns out I was wrong, Gina’s in the guest
room.” She told him. “On her way down now,
with your money.”
Mike let out a small sigh of relief and looked
through the, still, open door to see, sure enough,
a small blonde Scottish lass slowly making her
way down the stairs. She looked rough indeed,
they must have had one hell of a night. As she
reached the final step, she looked up and then
quickly turned away as the light met her eye.
“Oh, bloody hell that’s bright.” She grimaced.
“Hey Mike.”
“Morning Georgina, take it you’re having a
worse for wear morning.”
Georgina nodded in response, and stuck her
hand into the pocket of her light brown hoodie
and pulled out a note. “Here you go.” She
said, handing it to him, and Mike received it
gratefully.
“Thank you very much, and, for what it’s worth,
I hope it was a good night to end up…well…”
He left his statement hanging lamely.
Molly just shook her head before quickly rushing
back up the stairs. Georgina’s eyes followed her
lazily and she sighed. “She’s probably going to
be sick again.”
“We’ll that’s what happens when you drink as
much as you did.” He laughed.
“Yeah.” She nodded. “Was a rough one,
surprisingly. I think I’m getting old Mike, my
tolerenace has severly degraded. And I had the
weirdest dream, I saw myself talking on the
phone to Fraser.”
“Oh that’s not so-“
“I was wearing a Nazi uniform!”
“Oh!”
“Yeah, what the hell right?!” She exclaimed.
“What did you say?!”
The sudden cry from the phone made both
of them jump, and Mike realised he still had
Fraser’s grandad on the phone.
“Oh, my apologies, I forgot I still had you-“
“What was it she just said? She saw herself
dressed as a nazi?”
‘Whose that?’ She mouthed to him.
He placed his hands over the phone and quietly
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replied, “Fraser grandfather?”
If her eyes could have popped out they would
have. Clearly that this was Fraser’s grandfather
was a big deal somehow, and Mike wondered
why. As he went to reply the line went dead. The
man must have hung up, and he communicated
as much to his student.
“He said he was Fraser’s grandad? You’re
sure?” she asked him, looking more than a little
disturbed.
“Umm, yes, I’m fairly certain,” he said, but,
before he’d even finished uttering his sentence,
she was rushing back inside with a sudden sense
of urgency.
“Sorry Mike, umm, you’re welcome for the
money…I got to go.” It was all she said before
the door closed with a slam and a click, and
Mike was left standing there feeling very much
as cofnsued as he was concerned. Nothing about
what he’d just witnessed made sense and, as
Georgina’s educator, and her friend, he wanted
nothing more than to wait a little longer to see if
she was ok.
It was Nigel that had him leave. That sharp and
impatient bark told him his concerns could wait,
he had a dog to walk first…and a gift to buy as
well. So, reluctantly, he began his departure and
hoped that everything was indeed alright with
Georgina, and also with Fraser.
Fraser himself was experiencing his own
concerns. The Pilgrim building wasn’t a long
walk from his house, no more than twenty five
minutes at the most perhaps.  In his state of
concern he’d made it in twenty, and had been
there for ten minutes at least. Not a sign of
Georgina, just one large building belonging to
Bernard Pilgrim.
It was large not in sheer monumental stature
but large in the way London or New York was
large. The Pilgrim building sat near the very
edge of Edinburgh, or the edge of the edge. It
was surrounded by houses, small buisnesses,
bus routes, roads and parks – but none seemed
to touch the boundaries owned by Pilgrim. It
was big enough to handle the population of ten
secondary schools, and its grandeur was more
overwhelming than all the wonders of the world
experienced at once.
It was not grand like a shimmering skyscraper
or with the elegance of marble of polished
stone walls. It’s composition was more natural,
modern and yet feeling of the past. Its warm
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brown wooden walls would usually make Fraser
feel safe whenever he saw them. The luscious
green grass that made up the very borders of the
building looked healthier, more vibrant.
And the smell – like a bakery with all its warm
delicious bread and pastries just verging on the
point of ready for consumption within their
ovens. None of this falsehood of nature smells,
no synthetic aromas here. Everything was built
from nature, and nothing made to last a second
less than it should.
It seemed almost a condraction to its visage
that Pilgrim was one of the largest weapons
manifacturers on the globe. It had its hands in
many pockets, but none of those pockets seemed
to wear the same coat that this building had
on. Perhaps it was a facade, meant to give an
impression that Pilgrim and Bernard Pilgrim
were good people. In truth, it was unlikely.
But at least the presence of the building made
him feel calmer. There was also, of course, that
small part of him that hoped she might walk out
through those doors with a wide smile and a
pilgrim representee in tow. But that part of him
was under the laser of knowing what the reality
was, whatever she had to say, it wouldn’t be
that.
When he did finally catch sight of her crossing
the road in the not so far off distance he at first
smiled, but that smile soon felt as though it
should fade. He wasn’t sure exactly why, but
a part of him did not want to smile at the sight
of girlfriend. In fact a part of him was saying,
oddly, to stop smiling at a stranger.
Which was, of course, odd because Georgina
was not a stranger to him. Everything about
her was familiar. Her clothes, her smile, her
gorgeous green eyes. And yet he wanted nothing
more than to turn the other way as if she were
nothing more than a pretty passer by. In fact he
was, he could feel his feet turning.
It took an uncomfortable amount of forced
restraint to keep his eyes fixed on her, even when
they wanted to turn away. What was happening
to him? He tried to shake it off and walked
forward as she moved closer and closer until she
was only inches away and her face was coming
closer and her lips met his.
These aren’t her lips!
But they were, same a taste and all. Whatever
was going on in his mind he needed to shut that
out. As if in rebellious response he depened the

kiss and pulled her close, and she responded
in kind wrapping her arms around him. It was
the same feeling as it always felt…and yet not
right. Strange, like a first kiss. Like two strangers
knowing each other through the oldest of loves
first blooming.
As they pulled out of the kiss and looked one
another in the eye, Fraser saw something almost
predatory in her gaze. As if she saw him not as
her love but a piece of meat. And her grip on his
waist was tight, much tighter than usual. She
seemed to notice that he himself was not looking
at her lovingly, more curiously.
“You okay babe?” She asked. Even the way she
tilted her head and frowned seemed almost alien
in nature.
“Yeah, fine, it’s nothing.” He quickly answered.
“What’s up with you? Why d’you want to me
meet me here? Is everything ok?”
She shrugged her shoulders and gave him a
quizzical look. “Of ocurse, why wouldn’t it be?”
“Just the way you were on the phone,” he said,
then another thing occurred to him as he looked
her over. “Also you don’t even look hungover!”
Could that be it? Could that be what was off?
Her remarkably recovered form? Not a bag
under her eye nor the slightest hint of ethanol on
her breath, and she was walking and talking as if
not a single brew had been down her gullet not
ten hours ago.
“Why would I be hungover? I never get
hungover.” She chuckled.
“Umm, yeah, you do.” He corrected her,
laughing back at her but more uncomfortably
now. Something about Georgina was off, he
just couldn’t feel it. Not in his gut. But he could
feel her arm moving up his back. Slowly, softly,
stealthily. Not in a way she’d ever done before.
“Well, I wasn’t hungover this morning, I feel
fine, she said, her tone soft and silky – seductive.
Now he knew something was off. Fraser and
Georgina flirted, they were a couple, it was only
natural, but never like this. And never with that
tone of voice.
Something was off, he could feel it. Literally,
he could feel it, something in her hand lightly
brushing against the fabric of his shirt. What was
it? Was it a pen? Why would she have a pen?
“You look a little sleepy babe,” she purred
– purred. “Maybe you need a little sleep.”
“Yeah, I’ll, um, I’ll have a kip when we get
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back.”
“Or you could have one now,” she said, raising
her eyebrows suggestively, though he couldn’t
quite figure out what was the suggestion. And
what was it she was holding, so close to his neck
now and the tip of it on his finger.
Something was very wrong, and so Fraser did
something he never ordinarily would have done
– he pushed her away. She continued to smile
even as she was removed from his arms, those
sweet lips of hers did not drop their curve until
she hit the ground hard and a small cylindrical
object fell from her grasp.
Gina looked up at him, eyes filled not with
anger or shock or hatred – surprise. Just simple
surprise, for a betrayal of trust. For hurting her.
He could see blood beginning to gently pour out
of open cuts in her leg. And all she showed was
surprise.
“Who are you?” he asked, not sure why those
words were the ones he chose. And yet they felt
the most pertinent.
As she got to her feet, he began backing away.
He should have run. From her right pocket she
pulled out an unmistakable small piece of metal.
He’d only ever seen a gun before, the time he
was on holiday in France as a kid. He and the
family had been about to get on the ferry back to
Portsmouth when he’d spotted a policeman with
a gun in his holster.
That gun had had to be twice the size of the one
Georgina was holding, and still the memory of
it was not even half as terrifying as having one
pointed at his face. She moved forwardly slowly,
her eyes trained on him – marksman like eyes
fixed on him. He on instinct began to move back,
his feet were already turned and he was ready to
make a quick dash.
“Don’t!’ she instructed him. “Don’t move or I’ll
shoot you.”
He stopped moving, stood still as a statue while
she appraised him.
“The needle would have been easier,” she told
him. “You would have fallen asleep here, woken
up somewhere else. No fuss.”
She brought her free hand up to her face and
looked at the watch that was on her wrist.
Georgina’s watch.
“You’re not Georgina.”
“No, but also yes,” she answered, letting out a
sharp breath. “Looks like I have just enough time

on my hands. Just.”
“What did you do to Gina?” he asked.
The Georgina look-alike in front of him rolled
her eyes heavily. “Really? You’re worried about
the girl when I could kill you with a trigger
pull?”
“If you’ve hurt her-“
“You’d what exactly?” she asked, raised eyebrow
and a subtle note of amusement in her tone.
“You’d yell? Scream? Call me a bitch? Maybe
you’d even cry.” She sighed and with mocking
sympathy said, “ Tears aren’t bullets my love,
they may break the weak willed but I’m not
weak. And your words cannot damage me, not
in any way that turns this muzzle from your
head. So please – shout, scream, insult me or
show me the weakness of your breeding.” She
sneered. “We’ll be leaving her soon enough Fraooh!”
The problem with a good monologue? You don’t
pay attention to your surroundings. Arrogance
can lead to one hell of a downfall, it can even
lead to one not even realising a man of near
on nine decades was coming behind you to
stick you with the very needle you’d dropped
moments ago.
And the Georgina look-alike dropped like a
jenga tower put out of balance. And in her place
stood dear old grandad Joseph giving the young
blonde a look of utter contempt.
“What a truly revolting young girl!” Then,
looking at Fraser quickly, he added, “In spirit, of
course. She’s quite lovely in appearance.”
Fraser didn’t know what to say, or whether there
was anything he could say. His mind was racing
with questions, a thousand uncertainties and
a million questions. Or so it seemed. It didn’t
make sense, not in the slightest.
“What the hell is going on?” he muttered to
himself.
Meanwhile his grandfather bristled as he
checked the watch on the now unconscious girl’s
wrist. “She wasn’t wrong, not much time indeed.
And still I have questions.”
“Questions, yeah here’s one. Why the hell was
my girlfriend…or someone who looks just like
my girlfriend trying to drug me?”
“Same reason I’m looking for you I imagine,”
Joseph answered cryptically, pulling the syringe
from her arm and inspecting it closely. “He’s
always know you’ve existed. The where must
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have eluded him, until now.”
“Who exactly?”
“Bernard.”
A pause before Fraser exclaimed, “Bernard
Pilgrim is out to drug me?!”
This caught his grandfathers attention. “How do
you…you shouldn’t know about Bernard?”
“What do you…it’s Bernard Pilgrim, he’s a
name everyone knows!” he shouted.
“Hmm, well that may be here, but how exactly
would he know about you?” Joseph asked.
Fraser shrugged and wiped his brow. His hands
were shaking like smoothie makers. “I don’t
know. Maybe Leslie, but she said-“
“Whose Leslie?”
“My PhD supervisor. She said she’d ask Pilgrim
if I could use their technology for part of my
research.”
Joseph nodded, as if suddenly it all made sense.
Good for him, maybe he could fill me in as well!
“That could be how they became aware of you,
though as for this one…” He nodded down to
Not-Georgina (or Norgina) and frowned. “I have
no idea how she’s here, she’s not like us.”
“Like us?”
Jospeh shook his head and sighed. “The question
will have to wait.” With no hesitation he stuck
the needle into his arm and pulled out a vile of
blood. Before Fraser could ask the needle was
once again at his side but this time it made his
way into his skin.
“Ow, what the fu-?”
“I’m sorry my boy but whatever you ask, it’ll
have to wait…we’re going now…”
Words formed into questions in his mind
and these became sounds communicated in
vibrations. But those vibrations never made it
into the air. Not in that world. All that would
have been heard was the gentle flutter and the
light crack of a pile of empty clothes, and a light
blue phone, hitting the ground where two men
once stood.
Now there was but one, and little did she know
she was in for a rude awakening…
Next time..
“Grandad, what just happened? Where did all
these people come from? Where’s…? Looking down
he’d meant to ask about Gina. But then he noticed
something else “God. HELL why am I NAKED?“
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In the latest of our
occasional series on
inspirational figures,
Mike Stanton
discusses Alain
Krevine, French
socialist who died
recently.

lain Krivine, the French socialist who never
deviated from his belief that revolution is
possible, has died aged 80. His importance
can be gauged from the obituaries in all the
major French newspapers. Not so in the UK,
where you have to turn to the pages of Socialist
Worker and Counterfire to read fitting tributes.
Friends referred to him as ‘le président’ after he stood as the
presidential candidate for the Communist League in 1969
while on national service with the French army, and came last
with one per cent of the vote.
“Power is not in the ballot box,” professed the one who
began each of his televised interventions with: “For the first
time, a revolutionary candidate is addressing you… »
Alain Krivine, historical figure of the radical left, is dead
(lemonde.fr)
Krivine’s family were Ukrainian Jews who fled the pogroms
of the late 19th century to settle in France. Born in Paris in
1941, his family escaped from Paris and somehow evaded the
Holocaust in the village of Danizy in northern France.
After the war the family prospered. His father was a dentist.
His older brother was a surgeon. His twin brother became
a scientist. All the brothers were active in socialist politics,
which, in 1950s France, inevitably led them into the French
Communist Party.
Algeria
1957 was a momentous year. Krivine attended the World
Youth Congress in Moscow as a representative of the youth
wing of the French CP and met with representatives of the
Algerian National Liberation Front. The FLN were engaged
in a bitter struggle against a French government that did not
baulk at employing extra judicial terror, torture and mass
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executions.
Incredibly, the French CP backed the nominally ‘socialist’
French prime minister and opposed the FLN. Krivine did
not. His brothers recruited him to Jeune Résistance (Young
Resistance), an organisation that used direct action in
France to support the Algerian liberation struggle. A fascist
paramilitary organisation, the OAS, targeted FLN supporters
in France and and Krivine’s apartment which belonged to
his father was bombed by them. Although he did not know
it, Krivine’s brothers were now Trotskyists. Krivine was still
a loyal party member who thought Trotsky was a cop and a
fascist!
May 1968
But Krivine was never a party hack. He became a part of the
left opposition that sought to de-Stalinise the Communist
Party and was expelled in 1965. Krivine responded by
helping to set up Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire or
Revolutionary Communist Youth (JCR) which played a
leading role in the events of May 1968, the revolutionary
upsurge that began with student protests against de Gaulle’s
authoritarian government and the Vietnam War and
culminated in the largest general strike in history. France was
on the brink of revolution and Krivine was at the forefront
of the struggle. JCR was eventually banned in 1973 for its
violent opposition to the fascist group, New Order, and
Krivine was imprisoned.
The revolution did not happen. The dominant force on
the French left was still the Communist Party, followed by
the SFIO, the main socialist party. Crucially, both parties
were committed to winning power through the ballot box
and hostile to revolutionary ideas. They were also hostile to
each other. This partly explains why France, with its history
of working class militancy, has only elected three socialist
presidents since the end of World War II.
This scenario was played out in the elections which came
after the uprising in May 1968. The right retained power
in the June elections and the following year, the Gaullist
candidate, Pompidou was elected president. The Communist
Party came third with 21%. The SFIO recorded the worst
result in their history. The most left wing candidate on the
ballot, Alain Krivine came last.
May 1968 was not a complete defeat. It has to be
seen in context. Firstly, it was part of an international
movement which was notable for the Prague Spring, when
Czechoslovakia briefly challenged Russia, opposition to the
Vietnam War which led to mass protests in the USA and the
UK and the Civil Rights Movement that saw the uprising of
Black people in the USA. In France, de Gaulle was forced to
step down, the unions won a 35% increase in the minimum
wage and a 10% increase for all workers.
It was a revolutionary situation without a revolution. But it
was not so much a defeat for us as an escape for them. A
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The French have a long history of revolution
dating back to 1789. Photo by °]° marked with
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0.

survey taken immediately after the crisis found that 20% of
Frenchmen (apparently they did not ask the women!) would
have supported a revolution, 23% would have opposed
it, and 57% would have avoided physical participation in
the conflict. 33% would have fought against a military
intervention, while only 5% would have supported it and a
majority of the country would have avoided any action.
And a small but potentially profound development took
place. Like the mammals which evolved in the shadow of
the dinosaurs, revolutionary socialist politics that were not
compromised by Stalinism emerged as an organised force
in opposition to the left reformist parties across Europe.
It was small. It was divided. But it was there. And for the
next 50 years Alain Krivine would be a central figure on the
revolutionary left.
Key Questions
He faced questions which are still important to us today.
How can the left unite? How can the left grow and extend
its influence? How do we connect to the only agency with
the power to overthrow capitalism – the working class?
How do we achieve that unity of theory and practice, where
the everyday struggles of the exploited and the oppressed,
and the ideals of the socialist movement come together
in a movement which can take advantage of revolutionary
moments in history, like the May Events, and make them
count?
If Alain Krivine’s early career was inspirational, his later
career is instructive. He grappled with these key questions
and struggled to find an answer. We hear lots of advocates
for proportional representation on the left in the UK. Like
France, the UK usually has an anti conservative majority at
the ballot box, but that vote is divided between Labour, Lib
Dems and Greens, as well as nationalist parties in Scotland
and Wales. (We cannot compare Northern Ireland. It is a
special case in this respect.)
France does have PR. But the French experience is that
PR does not make it any easier for the left to make a
breakthrough. Even in the aftermath of 1968 the combined
vote for the French left would have only put it in second
place. How come? The simple truth is that an anti
conservative majority is not the same as an anti capitalist
majority.
Can we achieve an anti capitalist majority? In action, yes. When
millions are marching, striking, occupying factories, demonstrating
their opposition to the system, we can achieve a majority for
revolutionary change. But revolution is a collective act. Press pause,
send people home, send them back to work, return to normal
and then ask them to vote for revolution as individuals in a voting
booth with no sense of their collective strength, and the 20% who
supported revolution in France 1968 at the height of the struggle
translate into the 1% who voted for Alain Krivine in 1969.
From 1974 to 2007 the Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire (LCR),
established by Alain Krivine, remained true to its name, keeping

socialist ideas alive throughout
a period when they had little
traction within the working class.
Then an upsurge in working
class militancy in response to
the austerity that followed the
financial crash persuaded Krivine
that the time was right for a new,
broad based anti capitalist party.
The Nouveau Parti Anticapitalist
(NPA) stressed unity in action
rather than ideological purity. But
it never settled on an answer to
two all important questions.

“Should working class
militancy be channelled into
support for a socialist party
that can succeed via the
electoral process?”
Or

“Should we use the electoral
process to support working
class struggle and the
development of a revolutionary
party?”
I think the NPA drifted towards
the first option and de facto
endorsement for the idea that we
can achieve a socialist revolution
via the ballot box.
Never mind. I am full of respect
and admiration for Alain Krivine,
who had the courage, not only
to stand against the murderous
forces of his enemies on the
right, but also to stand against his
friends on the left when he knew
them to be wrong. His tactical
and strategic failures in no way
detract from the intellectual
honesty and the moral courage
that informed both his anti
capitalism and his commitment
to national liberation and
working class struggle.
Alain Krivine 1941 – 2022: Rest
In Power. Your ideas live on and
our most fitting tribute is to draw
inspiration from your successes
and to learn from your mistakes.
Photo by Arie Wubben on
Unsplash
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Spotlight
on
Harvey
John
Harvey was born in London but studied Creative Writing in Cardiff where he gained a First Class Honours
Degree and a Masters. ,Since leaving university he has been seeking paid employment (not always
successfully) and has supported a number of campaigns including the Palestine Solidarity Campaign. He
joined the Labour Party in 2016 following the election of Jeremy Corbyn as leader and left in 2020 when the
duplicity of the PLP became apparent in the leaked report. He has been a presente on the Socialist Hour
podcast and involved with Critical Mass since its inception.

Which book do you think all
socialists should read?
capitalism.

There is no SINGLE book which to me comes to mind, though I would
say feel free to read the works of Rutget Bergman, Yuval Noah Harari
and Kristin Ghodsee to name a few. They are not all socialists, but
they raise interesting points about social issues and what impacts
systems of power have on the populace.

What was the most
important event in the
history of socialism?

It hasn’t happened – YET. The revolution will come, give it time.
Whatever people’s thoughts on the Soviet Union, while it lasted
socialists and socialism could not simply be dismissed (anywhere).

Who would you rate as the
outstanding political leader
of your generation?

Greta Thunberg – she was fourteen and took on the whole world like
it was nothing.

Which film should socialists
watch?

Accepted (2004) or Pride (2017)

Which single political event
was most instrumental in
your political development?

The election of Jeremy Corbyn to Labour Leader. His political stance
really got me interested in current events.

With which historical
socialist do you most
identify?

Percy Shelley – We’re both writers who want to use our words for
change.

Which single reform could
make capitalism work?

Capitalism already works. It just works for a minute percentile of
the population as their means to keep the working class from ever
having the time, energy, information or bravery to overthrow the
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Have you ever been on strike,
if so, did you win?

I haven’t.

Do you think we can get
socialism through the ballot
box?

Yes.

What do you do when you
are not doing politics?

I play games, watch tv and read books – I also write

Do you ever feel like giving
up politically and why don’t
you?

No, giving up’s pointless. It’s also what the capitalists want – a
beaten and broken populace never able or feeling able to make real
change possible.

Are you an optimist or a
pessimist when you think of
the future for the left?

Optimist

Is socialism inevitable?

I believe it’s possible, but can only be achieved through hard work.

Greta Thunberg - an
inspiration for the young and
old. Photo by stephane_p
marked with CC BY-NC-ND
2.0.
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